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Foreword

Typified by a ring-giving ceremony to CIS leaders on 26 December in St
Petersburg, Russia has adopted an increasingly high-level diplomatic
engagement with Central Asia towards the end of 2022. Trade and flows of
migrants continue  unabated. Despite this ostensibly improving relationship,
many analysts continue to assess Russian soft power as "dissipating" in Central
Asia. Russian will remain the lingua franca in the medium term, but noises of
discontent over domestic use of the Russian language has grown in Central Asia. 
Kazakh President Tokayev won his reelection - unchallenged - cementing his
position of power for the next seven years. Signs of authoritarianism can be
identified emanating from Astana, including media censorship. Similarly in
Kyrgyzstan where the Kyrgyz authorities have been cracking down on free press.
To the west, the Turkmen government has been restricting women's rights

The Kyrgyz-Tajik border clashes have simmered for now. Tajikistan conducts
some military coordination with its eastern giant, China, promoting the narrative
of "cooperation" against the threat of "Islamic extremism". 

Some cooperation can be seen within Central Asia, including a huge Uzbek-
Kyrgyz water deal. However, 2023 is likely to see competition between the five
countries to secure the top regional player status, which they believe would court
international attention as the emerging alternative regional partner in light of a
"dissipating" Russia.
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Central Asia has reacted to Afghanistan’s
displacement crisis by shutting borders,
refusing to recognise or process asylum
claims and deporting Afghans back across
the border.
All but one Central Asian country is signatory
to the Refugee Convention, meaning that
these actions are a serious contravention of
international law.
This is causing tension between Central Asia,
the wider international community and the
Taliban. This threatens much needed
funding from United Nations agencies and
Central Asia’s standing as responsible
international citizens.
It is in Central Asia’s best interest to take in
refugees from Afghanistan to meet their
international legal obligations and to
maintain good relations with the
international community, with the benefits
that these relationships offer. 

Key Takeaways

Introduction

Events in Afghanistan over the past 18 months
has caused a mass displacement event. This is
primarily due to the return of the Taliban, their
lack of respect for human rights and the
subsequent economic and humanitarian crisis.
[1] While the vast majority of Afghans have fled
into Iran and Pakistan, following traditional
migration routes, Central Asia has also been
affected.[2] This is particularly the case for
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan, who
share a border with Afghanistan. While numbers
are difficult to verify, The United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimates
that 1.3 million have fled into neighbouring
countries between 1 January
 

2021 and 31 July 2022. However, the number of
Afghans who have fled into Central Asia is hard
to verify because of a lack of data from
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan. However,
it is estimated that almost 20,000 Afghans have
entered the region, although this number may be
much higher.[3]

The Central Asian reaction has ranged from
reluctant acceptance, at least initially, to
borderline hostile. Both Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan have closed their borders to
Afghans and refuse to register and host anyone
in the country found to be a legitimate refugee
under the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status
of Refugees. The exception is Tajikistan, which
initially agreed to accept tens of thousands of
refugees but, from 16 August, the government
was documented forcibly deporting Afghans
back to Afghanistan.[4]

Afghanistan’s Central Asian neighbours claim to
have legitimate concerns preventing them from
accepting Afghan refugees. This includes
concerns over Islamic extremism and the
Coronavirus pandemic. But these states equally
have both a moral and legal obligation under
international law to assist and host Afghan
refugees. 

Central Asia is therefore undergoing a delicate
balancing act.  They are being pressured by the
international community to host, or at the very
least process, Afghan refugees, while being
equally concerned about the financial burden
and perceived risks of hosting these people. How
these countries continue to treat refugees from
Afghanistan will likely reflect regional stability
and diplomatic ties with the Taliban and the
wider international community.

 
Unwanted: Central Asia’s Treatment of Afghan Refugees

Threatens its Relationship with the International Community

Chris Fitzgerald
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Causes of Displacement in
Afghanistan

Mass displacement events are not new to
Afghanistan. Afghans have suffered through 40
years of conflict and political instability, drought
and poverty, resulting in an estimated 2.6 million
Afghans living abroad as refugees and 3.5
million internally displaced.[5] For this reason,
Afghanistan is one of the worst ongoing
displacement events globally.

The latest cause of displacement is undoubtedly
the return of the Taliban. The appalling human
rights record against women, journalists, and
ethnic minorities has caused 

thousands to flee. This includes ethnic Tajiks,
Turkmen, Uzbeks and the long persecuted
Hazaras, who have fled into Central Asia seeking
protection.

Afghanistan also continues to suffer through a
dire economic and humanitarian crisis. The rapid
suspension of many international donor funds
and the freezing of Afghan Central Bank assets,
along with the Taliban’s poor governance, has
caused the economy to collapse. This has led to
widespread unemployment and acute levels of
food insecurity, with households losing wages
and families unable to pay for food.[6] On the
26 October, the United Nations Special
Rapporteur on the Situation of Human Rights in
Afghanistan, Richard Bennett, confirmed that the
country “continues to experience a serious crisis
and urgent action is needed”.[7]Increased
poverty and starvation are undoubtedly driving
cross-border displacement from Afghanistan. 

Uzbekistan

In late 2021, the Uzbek government shut its
border with Afghanistan and increased its
military presence. At the time, it was declared
that no Afghan refugees would be accepted into
Uzbekistan.
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Child refugees in Panjwai District of Kandahar province (Foreign
Policy, 2021)

Afghan refugees at Pakistan border crossing point (Council on Foreign Relations, 2021)



The only exception was Uzbek airspace
remaining open for refugee flights to Europe and
the United States.[8] This policy remains, with the
Uzbek government repeating its policy of refusing
to process asylum claims of Afghans and
thereby not recognising anybody found to be
legitimate refugees under the Refugee
Convention. However, the government offered to
provide “assistance and transit” that provides for
a “strictly limited stay in the country” in the form
of short-term visas.[9]

But this has not prevented Afghans entering
Uzbekistan. According to the November UNHCR
situation report, Uzbekistan has received 13,020
Afghans since August 2021.[10] Most of these
people are on short term visas as mandated by
the government.[11] However, Uzbekistan only
hosts 12 official refugees from Afghanistan
recognised by the UNHCR.[12] The rest remain in
limbo, facing the threat of deportation if they
overstay their short term visas.

President Kamilov has been strong in his rhetoric
concerning refugees, describing hosting
refugees as a “dead end” for Uzbekistan and
criticising an offer of NATO funding to host
refugees as an attempt to transfer responsibility
from a crisis caused by the west.[13] Instead,
Kamilov has entered into a deal with the Taliban,
stating that “we calmly agreed with the Taliban
to prevent an influx of uncontrolled refugees.
They helped us, calmed people down, told them:
go home and live in peace.”[14] This reflects a
hard-line approach, with the Uzbek government
barring entry into the country while refusing to
identify and process Afghans who have already
entered.

However, while Uzbekistan has expressed its
desire to sign and ratify the Refugee Convention,
it is currently not a signatory and is the only state
in Central Asia to not do so. This means that the
government is not tied to the convention and its
legal obligations to process and house those
found to be legitimate refugees under the
Refugee Convention. But Uzbekistan does have
domestic legislation in place to grant asylum to
people found to be 
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legitimate refugees. In 2017, former President
Shavkat Mirziyoyev approved a procedure for
granting asylum for people facing persecution
from their political activities or religious, racial or
ethnic affiliation.[15]

Many Afghan asylum seekers in Uzbekistan
have either fled because of the threat or actual
persecution from the Taliban, due to either
political activities or religious, racial or ethnic
affiliation.[16] This shows that most displaced
Afghans in Uzbekistan meet the criteria for
refugee status. However, they are either not
being processed as per the government’s policy
or, according to local media, they are being
actively encouraged not to do so by the Uzbek
government.[17] This reveals that, while
Uzbekistan is not tied to international law when
it comes to refugees, it is legally obligated
through its own legislation to process and
house Afghans found to be refugees under said
legislation.

Tajikistan

Tajikistan has a history of hosting dissidents
and refugees from Afghanistan, accepting
more than 3,000 families from Afghanistan over
the past 15 years.[18] Currently, Tajikistan is
Central Asia’s largest host of refugees, with a
reported 14,000 Afghans in the country, the
majority of which are ethnic Tajiks.[19] The
November situation report from the UNHCR
states that 5,710 Afghans have crossed the
border since August 2021.[20]

Uzbek border guards inspect documents of an Afghan (Voice of
America, 2021)



In 2021, the Tajik government offered to accept
up to 100,000 refugees, on the condition that the
United Nations, particularly the UNHCR, provide
support funding.[21] At the time, Tajik Interior
Minister Ramazon Rakhimzoda stated that
“Tajikistan does not have the capacity to
accommodate a large number of refugees and
asylum seekers.”[22] However, while financial
assistance was offered, Tajikistan has since
refused to accept Afghan refugees and has
closed its border with Afghanistan. This year,
Tajikistan has been criticised for forcibly
deporting Afghan refugees back to Afghanistan.
On 25 August, the UNHCR said it had “grave
concerns” over the detention and deportation of
Afghan refugees in Tajikistan, referencing the
forced return of five Afghans at the Panji Poyon
border checkpoint.[23] The UNHCR has reported
that more than 80 Afghans have been deported
since August, while others estimate the number
is closer to 200.[24]  The Taliban has echoed
similar sentiments, with a spokesman for the
Afghan Ministry of Refugees and Repatriation
stating that “This action of Tajikistan is in contrast
with the international law”.[25]  

The Tajik government has not made a public
statement in response to these complaints.
However, on 2 September, Tajik news quoted a
spokesperson for the Ministry for International
Affairs who said claimed that one Afghan
refugee was expelled for violating the “rules of
stay” but that that were unaware of other
deportations due to the independence of State
Committee for National Security conducting its
own classified checks on asylum seekers and
refugees.[26]

Furthermore, the Tajik government’s position on
border security with Afghanistan continues to be
hard-line. The Tajik Minister for the Interior,
Ramazon Rahimov, used the International and
Regional Border Security and Management
Cooperation to Counter Terrorism and Prevent
the Movement of Terrorists conference between
18 and 19 October to state that it was necessary
to “build a security belt around Afghanistan” to
prevent terrorists crossing the border.[27]

Unlike Uzbekistan, Tajikistan has ratified the
Refugee Convention and signed the 1967
Protocol. Article 14 of Tajikistan law also
guarantees that people found to be refugees
cannot be forcibly returned if they face
persecution or harm.[28] Tajikistan is therefore
legally obligated to process and host refugees,
and not to send them back to their host country
under the principle of non-refoulement.

Tajikistan’s inconsistency of approach appears
to be frustrating both the Taliban and the
international community, particularly the UNHCR.
By altering its position from a long-term host of
refugees to a country with closed borders that
deports legitimate refugees, Tajikistan puts itself
at risk of straining its regional relationships and
losing important donor funding from the United
Nations.

Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan

Since 2021, Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan have been conspicuously silent
regarding refugees from Afghanistan. None of
the three governments have made official
statements on the displacement situation in
Afghanistan or about their policies on refugees.
After the fall of Kabul, Turkmenistan flatly refused
to accept any refugees from Afghanistan,
including ethnic Turkmen, and this policy
continues to this day.[29]  
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Border guard at Tajikistan-Afghanistan border (Eurasianet, 2021)



IHowever, official records state that Turkmenistan
hosts 10 refugees from Afghanistan recognised
by the UNHCR, with the International Organization
for Migration (IOM) identifying a further 320
vulnerable Afghans within the country.[30]
Kyrgyzstan initially promised to grant 500 student
visas to young Afghans who already resided in
the country, but has only sought to repatriate
Kyrgyz citizens living in Afghanistan.[31] Despite
issuing a public statement that they would
accept refugees if asked to do so by the
international community, Kazakhstan has a
similar policy of only repatriating Kazakh citizens.
[32]  

Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan are all
signatory to the Refugee Convention, while
Turkmenistan was the first Central Asian country
to sign both the 1954 and 1961 Conventions on
Stateless Persons.[33]Kyrgyzstan also has its
own established national refugee legislation that
is in line with the convention.[34]This shows that
all three countries have a legal obligation to
assist Afghan refugees fleeing persecution and
harm. 

Turkmenistan and Kazakhstan in particular also
have the economic and geographical means to
host refugees. Refusing to do so not only affects
the lives of vulnerable people, but it also affects
these countries relationships with the
international community. For example, in
September, the UNHCR used a forum to remind
Turkmenistan of its obligations under the 2022
Afghanistan Situation Regional Refugee
Response Plan to accommodate refugees. Under
the plan, Turkmenistan, along with Uzbekistan,
Iran and Pakistan, receive funding for housing
and processing refugees from Afghanistan.[35]
With Turkmenistan having shut its borders, it has
avoided the need to accommodate and process
refugees. However, this may become a point of
contention if displacement increases over winter
and with the humanitarian crisis in Afghanistan
worsening. As Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan do not
share a border with Afghanistan, they face less
pressure in comparison.

Conclusion

Afghanistan is facing a myriad of issues that is
causing human suffering and mass
displacement. With the Taliban safe in power for
the time being and seemingly incapable of
solving these issues, Afghans will continue to flee
into neighbouring countries. The response from
Afghanistan’s Central Asian neighbours has been
harsh, secretive and not in line with their legal
obligations under international law. This
represents a disappointing avoidance of
responsibility and affects their standing as good
regional citizens. It also threatens their
relationships with the Taliban and the wider
international community, from whom they rely in
development funding. 

The mature solution would be for Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan and Turkmenistan in particular to meet
their obligations by accepting refugees from
Afghanistan and either process and house them
or facilitate transfers to a third country. This can
be accomplished in partnership with the UNHCR
who can provide funding to support these
efforts. Enabling orderly pathways for Afghan
refugees will contribute to solving the
humanitarian crisis and will help stabilise the
region. Not only is this the right thing to do, but it
will likely result in political and economic benefits
for the entire region.
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Internally displaced Afghan refugees face poor conditions
(Amnesty International, 2022)



The countries of Central Asia, particularly
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan, have
international or domestic legal obligations to
accept and process Afghans seeking asylum.
They should adhere to these obligations,
otherwise they will likely face further scrutiny
from the broader international community. 

The international community, through the
UNHCR and IOM, should offer more support to
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and Tajikistan to
assist with housing and processing refugees.
The UNHCR should also increase its presence
in the region to allow for third-party transfers
of refugees to Europe and elsewhere.

Central Asia has a direct political and
economic interest in the stability and
wellbeing of Afghanistan. Central Asian
countries should work with the international
community to help solve the humanitarian
crisis that had led to displacement. This will
go a long way to stemming the flow of
Afghans seeking asylum in Central Asia.

Recommendations
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The UNHCR urges support for Afghan refugees and host countries (UNHCR, 2022)

With displacement from Afghanistan having
regional and international security
implications, it is in the best interest of the
Organization for Security and Co-operation
to adequately support its five Central Asian
participating members. This can be achieved
through financial support for hosting refugees
and cooperating with governments and the
UNHCR.

The refusal to recognise Afghan asylum
seekers as legitimate refugees has
dangerous implications. Afghans living in
Central Asia without legal rights leaves them
vulnerable to sexual exploitation, trafficking
and slavery. This has security implications for
Central Asia, and it is in their best interest to
process asylum claims and provide
adequate support to those found to be
legitimate refugees. 
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Central Asia lacks effective regional
cooperation for addressing water scarcity
and avoiding water-linked conflicts. 
In 2022, all Central Asian states made
landmark commitments to combating
climate change, including binding obligations.
Their use of climate-linked vocabularies
follows their increasing interest in highlighting
regional climate concerns.
The states have begun recognising the
individual as a human rights stakeholder in
climate change concerns. This is yet to reflect
in regional action and policy.
The 1992 regional treaty on water governance
– the Almaty Agreement – fails to prevent
increasing water scarcity, particularly against
emerging climate change-induced
challenges.

Key takeaways

Introduction

The security dimension of climate change finds
increasing mention in international discourse. It is
a “threat multiplier” that worsens existing social
tensions and vulnerabilities in society.[1] For
instance, climate change-induced scarcity of
food, water, and natural resources generates
competition between different groups, giving rise
to potential for conflict.[2]

2022 has seen important developments in
climate change discourse from the region. For
example, Kazakh Prime Minister Smailov in
November underscored how “the temperature in
Central Asia is increasing twice as fast as the
global average”.[3] This departs from previous
trends of silence as climate change has
historically been a topic of marginal interest to 

both the region’s states and researchers.[4]

This article shows how 2022 marks a departure
from this trend, tracing the contributions of the
five states (“CA5”) to climate security
conversations – both regionally, and
internationally. Outlining the unique challenges
posed by climate security for the CA5, it presents
the need for regional institutional cooperation
and a human rights-centric approach to tackling
these challenges. 

Water Insecurity 

In the backdrop of climate change, it is predicted
that the region will gradually face several natural
catastrophes like forest fires and mudslides.[5]
The most alarming threat faced by the region is
water insecurity in the short and long terms.[6]
Whereas its regional per capita water availability
currently reflects a figure of around 2,800 cubic
metres, this figure is expected to reduce to 1,000
cubic metres by 2080, and 500 cubic metres by
2120 – less than a fifth of the present.[7] For
reference, as of 2019, the figure stood at 8,583
cubic metres in the United States.[8]
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Amu Darya river, Uzbekistan (Sergey Dzyuba, July 2021)



With the countries being landlocked, their
primary sources of water are the two largest
rivers in the region – the Amu Darya and the Syr
Darya. In turn, these rivers emerge from glaciers
in the Tien Shan, Pamir, and Hindu Kush mountain
ranges.[9] However, as a result of climate-
induced increase in temperatures in these areas,
a quarter of the glaciers are reported to have
disappeared already, with another quarter
expected to melt irretrievably by as soon as
2025.[10] This has resulted in the flow of the two
major rivers being reduced tremendously.
Furthermore, the flow of these rivers used to
channel into and supply the water in the Aral
Sea, which has now shrunk to a margin of its
former size.[11] It should be noted that the
shrinking of the Aral Sea was a complex
historical process, resulting largely from
excessive land reclamation and irrigation policies
pursued by the former Soviet Union.[12]
Nonetheless, it is understood that the shrinking
and its effects are now being worsened by
climate change.[13]

Aside from the necessity of water to fulfilling
basic human needs such as drinking and
sanitation, water supports two significant
priorities for different countries in the region:
cotton irrigation and hydro-electricity generation.
[14]
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Especially in Uzbekistan and Tajikistan at present,
the cotton industry has employed the majority of
their rural population.[15] This means that apart
from deteriorating living conditions, increasing
water shortages also risk economic downturns in
the region, which in turn compel precarious
labour migration to neighbouring countries.[16]

What complicates matters further is the position
of Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan as ‘upstream’
countries having the power to affect the flow of
the Amu Darya and the Syr Darya respectively.
[17] In parallel, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan are
in a ‘downstream’ position and rely almost
entirely on the streams of these rivers for their
water supplies. Given their distinct national
priorities, tensions frequently arise over the river
flows, with an upstream-downstream undertone.
[18]

Experts warn of the potential of “water wars”
between these countries owing to water scarcity.
[19] Only last year, a border skirmish arose
between Kyrgyz and Tajik locals and officials over
certain water facilities, resulting in 55 casualties.
[20] In fact, former Uzbek President Karimov had
threatened war with Tajikistan in 2012 owing to
upstream-downstream river flow tensions.[21]
While his successor President Mirziyoyev has
since pursued a policy of amicable diplomacy
on the issue, these underlying tensions still
persist.[22] This makes it important to examine
the 

Satellite pictures of the Aral Sea compared from 1989 to 2014
(NASA)

Kyrgyz officer guarding the Kok-Tash water facility where border
clashes occurred (Reuters, May 2021)



primary legal instrument concerning the parties’
equal rights to use water and their
responsibilities for its rational usage.[29] It
codified the water quotas from the Soviet era as
a continuing arrangement and has since
remained unchanged in that regard.[30]

However, all state parties have been in frequent
violation of the Almaty Agreement. This is
because the decades-old quotas have failed to
account for changing socio-economic
circumstances in all states which have changed
their water needs.[31] In Kyrgyzstan, for example,
agricultural trends shifted from livestock to cash
crops after the privatisation of state farms,
resulting in greater water requirements.[32]

Further, the upstream countries were
encouraged to unilaterally pursue higher
hydropower generation because the
downstream countries set market prices on their
fuels.[33] In fact, what had prompted former
Uzbek President Karimov’s threat of potential war
was Tajikistan’s decision to build the largest
hydroelectricity generation dam in the world over
the Amu Darya.[34] Such facilities would have
the effect of reducing the flow of the rivers into
the downstream countries. 
The Almaty Agreement had established an
Interstate Commission for Water Coordination for
streamlining water management between the
states. Unlike the former Soviet Union, this
Commission did not enjoy any effective
decisional powers, and could not act as a
dispute settlement mechanism.[35] 
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potential effectiveness of regional cooperation.

Regional Water Governance

During Soviet rule, the distribution of water from
the two major rivers was managed by the
central government.[23] The Soviet regime
arranged an exchange of water for energy
between the territories corresponding to the
upstream and downstream countries.[24] The
downstream countries were rich in gas, oil, and
other natural fuels, which the upstream countries
lacked – similarly, the upstream countries had
greater access to water than the downstream.
[25] This barter of water for fuel was concretised
in particular water quotas and flow
arrangements. For instance, although the
upstream countries used hydropower generation
which hindered water flow, the release of water
was prioritised for vegetation seasons in the
downstream – when irrigation was needed most.
[26] Any disagreements arising from the
arrangement were resolved with the Soviet
centre as their broker.[27]

When the Soviet Union collapsed and the CA5
emerged as independent states, a treaty was
signed by the five states in 1992 on water
management – known as the Almaty
Agreement.[28] The Agreement remains the 
 

Uzbek Foreign Minister Norov meets with his Tajik counterpart
Minister Muhriddin in to discuss water cooperation (Dunyo news,
November 2022)

An agricultural field in Kyrgyzstan (Euro Money, September 2018)



Although the Commission remains active, and
also convened twice in 2022,[36] it has been
unable to mitigate regional water insecurity.[37]
Therefore, experts argue that a new water
governance agreement is essential to recognise
and address developments since 1992.[38] The
Director of the Commission has suggested that
major amendments to the Almaty Agreement
might also achieve the same end.[39] Such
measures seek the minimisation of unilateral
decision-making in water usage, and the
coordination of national water governance
policies so as to balance the stakes of all
countries.[40]

Some experts consider that water scarcity is not
an inevitability, but rather, a result of
uncoordinated water governance in Central Asia.
[41] Yet the worsening effects of climate change
on the two major rivers, as seen earlier in this
piece, demonstrate that time for regional action
is limited. Recent developments from 2022
inspire optimism in the promises of a new
regional approach to water governance that
could account for climate considerations.

Renewed Hopes for Constructive
Cooperation

In the Second Consultative Meeting of the CA5
Heads of States in 2019, there were discussions
about the prospects of collaborations with
respect to renewable energy and sustainable
development.[42] The Fourth Consultative
Meeting held on 21st July, 2022 has taken
important strides in furthering such climate-
conscious conversations. 

The culmination of this meeting was the signing
of the Treaty on Friendship, Good-
Neighbourliness and Cooperation for the
Development of Central Asia in the XXI Century.
[43] Article 17 of this Treaty encourages regional
cooperation on the rational use of water and
energy resources, while accounting for the
differential interests of all parties.[44] Article 18
targets climate change as a threat against
which all states parties will cooperate.[45] In
particular, it provides for mutual assistance
obligations as regards natural disaster
responses and in the restoration of biodiversity.
Finally, Article 19 provides for an obligation to
coordinate efforts towards the restoration of the
ecological system of the Aral sea regions and
basin.[46]

The commitments undertaken in these provisions
reflect the first regional proclamation of
coordinated action against climate change. The
emphasis on water insecurity is especially
promising given the implicit acknowledgement of
its linkage to climate change. What is
unfortunate is that Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan
did not sign the Treaty during the summit, citing
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Tajik President Rahmon at the construction site of Dam Rogun,
which caused tensions with Uzbekistan (BBC, November 2016)

83rd meeting of the Interstate Commission for Water Coordination
of Central Asia (ICWC, November 2022)

Presidents of the CA5 at the Fourth Consultative Meeting (Press
Service of the President of Kyrgyzstan, 2022)



It was in the 26th COP held in Glasgow in early
2021 that the CA5 first presented a unified
“pavilion” on Central Asia, i.e., a platform for CA5-
specific climate dialogue in the conference.[52]
Similarly, the 27th COP saw the first-ever
Tajikistan-specific pavilion in the history of the
UNFCCC, where Tajik environmental functionary Mr
Ahmadjon emphasised the need for articulating
the unique challenges faced by “landlocked
developing countries”.[53] In the same vein,
Kazakh Prime Minister Smailov in his address to
Heads of States pinpointed how “the temperature
in Central Asia is increasing twice as fast as the
global average”.[54]Meanwhile, Tajik President
Rahmon underscored the disparity between the
impact of climate change on Tajikistan when seen
against its state ranking as the “130th in the global
index” of carbon emissions.[55] This observation
implicitly refers to the UNFCCC principle of the
‘common but differentiated responsibilities’ of
developed and developing countries in
contributing to and addressing climate change.
[56] Functionaries from the CA5 have also been
convening separately to discuss climate
adaptation.[57]

In sum, the participation of the CA5 in the COP 27
when seen together with their regional summit in
July shows an increased usage of climate
change-linked vocabularies and a growing
interest to address its effects on the region.
Perhaps the most positive trend is their recognition
of the human rights aspects of climate change. 

Climate Change and Human Rights

The CA5 are parties to the twin international
human rights covenants.[58] As such, the states
have accepted obligations to protect and take
active measures to support individual rights such
as the right to life. There is now increasing
consensus on treating climate-induced hardships
faced by individuals as violations of human rights.
[59] This is also recognised in the Preamble of the
Paris Agreement,[60] to which all five states are
parties. This year, the United Nations General
Assembly passed a landmark

domestic compliances for committing to
treaties.[47] No such domestic procedure has
since been initiated in either state. The two states
perhaps ought to have agreed to its terms,
particularly since in any case, Article 32
facilitates an option of withdrawal from the
Treaty with a six-month notice.[48] Furthermore,
after the meeting, Kazakh President Tokayev had
indicated that a “Project Office of the Central
Asian countries” would be created to pursue the
“protection of the environment” and a
“coordinated policy on climate change”.[49] Yet
such an Office was not created through the
Treaty, and no subsequent action has been
taken for the implementation of this proposal.
Therefore, although these provisions are a
welcome development, institutional measures for
their actualisation remain to be seen. 

The second respect in which the CA5 have
shown positive acknowledgement of climate
concerns was in the 27th Meeting of the
Conference of the Parties (“COP 27”) of the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change (“UNFCCC”) – with the
proceedings hosted by Egypt in Sharm El Sheikh.
The CA5 are parties to both the UNFCCC and the
Paris Agreement of 2016, through which states
have agreed to reduce their carbon emissions in
voluntarily decided national targets.[50] While
tremendous institutional effort will be necessary
for meeting their Paris targets, there has been
some steady progress on that front from the
CA5.[51]
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Kazakh Prime Minister Smailov addressing the COP 27 (Office of the
Prime Minister, Kazakhstan)



Kyrgyzstan and Turkmenistan should confirm
their signature of the Treaty of Friendship
resulting from the 2022 CA5 Consultative
Meeting.

Given its ineffectiveness to prevent water
scarcity, the 1992 Almaty Agreement should
be replaced or amended to coordinate
current national water policies in the CA5. 

The CA5 should adopt human rights
terminology in subsequent regional treaties.

The CA5 should consider President Tokayev’s
proposal for creating a Project Office to
coordinate and monitor climate change
policies. 

Conclusion

Although climate change and security was not a
strong diplomatic priority for the CA5 previously,
2022 has seen important milestones in their
recognition of the climate concerns faced by the
region. The CA5 must continue their participation
in international settings such as the COP so that
their unique climate-linked challenges find
attention from the international community. 

So far, the unilateral pursuit of water usage
priorities has exacerbated water scarcity in the
region given their reliance on shared water
resources. Looking into the future, the CA5 should
no longer pursue unilateralism, and instead focus
their efforts on regional cooperation to prevent
and minimise imminent threats such as water
scarcity. To achieve this, trust must be placed in
regional institutions, whether through the reform
of existing regional networks or the creation of
new ones. 
Even though water shortages in the region have
long been perceived as potential trigger-points
for more conflict, perhaps climate change and
security could finally act as a channel for
cooperation between all five states. 

Recommendations
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resolution recognising the existence of an
international human right to a “clean, healthy, and
sustainable environment”.[61] Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan were among
the 161 States voting in favour of this document,
with only Turkmenistan not exercising any vote on
the issue (nor formally abstaining).[62]

This is a highly welcome development, and one
that will hopefully find more ground in future
regional agreements and consultations on climate
change. The fact of acknowledging the individual
as a stakeholder in climate change, and by
implication climate security, is important to the
success of any potential regional effort towards
climate resilience. It will foreground issues such as
water scarcity as not only a water management
concern between states, but also a human rights
consideration. Such a rights-centric approach is
also likely to bolster the international goodwill of
the CA5. It further brings in possibilities for linking
climate-connected conflicts to campaigns for
newer rights, such as the “right to peace”.[63]

However, it should be remembered that all of
these positive developments from 2022 comprise
declarations, rather than actionable policy. As the
CA5 enter 2023, it is high time for the states to
take institutional measures for addressing climate
change through regionally coordinated means.

CA5 functionaries at a UNDP-led conference on climate change
(UNDP Uzbekistan, December 2022)



The CA5 should seek consultations with local
stakeholders and groups in devising climate
change policies.

Climate and energy related non-
governmental organisations, researchers, and
activists should promote public engagement
efforts on climate change advocacy and
awareness. In these initiatives, the
participation of state actors should be
encouraged to enable effective consultations. 
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Subsequent state repression following
turbulent protests in Gorno-Badakhshan and
Karakalpakstan  has hit regional civil society
hard.
In the immediate days after violence
escalated in Karakalpakstan and Gorno-
Badakhshan, western actors have by and
large continued ‘business as usual’ in
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan - demonstrating
prioritised geostrategic interests in Central
Asia over political reforms and human rights
protections. 
Local activists in Karakalpakstan, Gorno-
Badakhshan, and the two regions’ respective
diasporas expect more concrete support
from the EU and IOs.
In Uzbekistan, there is scope for international
actors to push for a politically inclusive
solution to the simmering discontent in the
autonomous region of Karakalpakstan.
In Tajikistan, international actors seem to
underestimate the gravity of repression of
Pamiris in Gorno-Badakhshan, and the
implications this may have for their
cooperation with the Tajik state.

Key takeaways

Recent Unrest in Central Asia’s
Autonomous Regions

Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO)

Protests have reoccurred in the Gorno-
Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast (GBAO) over
the last 10 years [1]. The deadliest episode
occurred in 2012 as a retaliation against the
killing of a Tajik security official. Cycles of unrest
typically begin with local incidents and police 

brutality, culminate in days or weeks of
spontaneous protests, and end with increasing
repression and mediation by religious and
informal leaders – as they did in 2014, 2018, 2020,
and 2021 [2].

In November 2021, protests in the GBAO were
diffused when the authorities agreed to an
investigation of the death of a young local
Pamiri, Gulbuddin Ziyobekov, by a group of local
lawyers and human rights activists, who formed
‘Commission 44’. But in January 2022, the Tajik
authorities withdrew their support for the
investigations [3].

On 14 May 2022, people returned to the streets in
Khorugh, the regional capital of the GBAO, to
protest the impunity of the security officials who
had killed Ziyobekov, and demand the dismissal
of Governor Alisher Mirzonabot. Two days later, a
protester was killed in clashes with security
forces [4]. Prominent Pamiri journalist
Ulfatkhonim Mamadshoeva and her former
husband, Kholbash Kholbashev, a former senior
official in the border service, were detained [5].
In response to the crackdown in Khorugh, locals
in the district of Rushan set up a roadblock to
prevent security reinforcements from reaching
the regional capital. On 18-19 May, the Tajik
military shot directly at the blockade, killing 40
locals [6].

On 22 May, local informal leader Mamadboqir
Mamadboqirov went for a walk and was
assassinated by snipers, likely in an act of
surrender to prevent further bloodshed [7]. On
28 May, members of the government-
sanctioned Commission 44 were interrogated
and detained [8]. A wave of unprecedented
repression followed:
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lawyers, businesspeople, civil society
representatives, informal leaders and their
relatives were searched, arrested, detained,
interrogated and harassed en masse by security
forces [9]. By mid-June, the end of the
crackdown was announced and security forces
withdrew partially [10].

Republic of Karakalpakstan

In contrast to the GBAO, protests in Uzbekistan’s
Karakalpakstan are rare. The unrest of July 2022
developed rapidly, without many preceding
cycles of unrest. It took place within the context
of a process of constitutional reform, which
Uzbekistan’s President Shavkat Mirziyoyev
announced in November and December 2021
[11]. The Uzbek government submitted draft
amendments for public discussion in June 2022
[12]. Not only did the amendments envisage a
re-setting of presidential terms [13], they also
proposed to scrap the status of Karakalpakstan
as a sovereign republic with the right to secede
from Uzbekistan on the basis of a referendum
[14]. Karakalpak bloggers, activists and
journalists fiercely opposed these plans, sparking
social media outrage in the autonomous region
[15].

On 1 July, people began to gather in the regional
capital Nukus and other towns in Karakalpakstan.
After speaking out against the constitutional
changes at the Nukus mosque, prominent
journalist and human rights defender
Dauletmurat Tazhimuratov was briefly detained.
Although he was soon released, his detention
brought more people to the streets. In the
evening, standing side-by-side with Murat
Kamalov, chairman of the regional parliament
[16], Tazhimuratov told protesters that a peaceful
rally would be held the following week [17].
Kamalov and Tazhimuratov left the scene, and
security forces likely threw smoke bombs into the
crowds. Security forces flown in from other parts
of Uzbekistan dispersed the crowds with water
cannons, stun grenades, tear gas, and rubber
bullets. In return, some protesters threw stones,
started fires, and attacked the riot police [18]. 

During the night of 1 to 2 July, Tazhimuratov was
arrested again, despite protesters gathering
around his house, and the situation further
deteriorated. The Internet connection in
Karakalpakstan was cut off entirely, cash
machines stopped working, and other public
figures were detained [19]. 21 Karakalpaks were
killed in the violence, 274 were injured, and 516
were detained [20].

On 2 July, protests were effectively quelled.
Mirziyoyev flew to Nukus, spoke with local
governmental and community leaders, and
scrapped the constitutional amendments
affecting the autonomous status of
Karakalpakstan [21]. On 15 July, a commission
was established by the Karakalpak regional
legislature to investigate the violent events [22].
While it is laudable that the authorities have
taken swift action and have included civil society
representatives in this commission, there are
concerns about its independence. Furthermore,
as of December 2022, full lists of the names of
those killed during July events  
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Protesters in Nukus on 1 July. Still from video (Ateo Breaking, July 2,
2022, https://t.me/Ateobreaking/66980)

https://t.me/Ateobreaking/66980


have still not been published, despite demands
from local activists [23].

Initial International Responses

Shortly after the protests in Karakalpakstan were
suppressed, President of the European Council
Charles Michel held a phone call with President
Mirziyoyev [24]. Whereas Uzbek media
afterwards suggested that he supported the
suppression of “certain destructive forces” in
Karakalpakstan [25], Michel said nothing of the
sort. The same day, July 4, the EU released a
statement calling for “an open and independent
investigation” [26]. Noting the EU’s “growing
partnership with Uzbekistan,” the statement
welcomed concessions on the part of the Uzbek
government but also underscored its human
rights obligations [27]. Similar statements were
read by EU and US representatives at the OSCE’s
Permanent Council on 7 July [28]. More incisively,
High Representative for Foreign Affairs (HR/VP)
Josep Borrell urged “Uzbekistan to continue
inclusive constitutional reforms” [29]. Besides
retweeting the initial EEAS statement, the EU
Special Representative (EUSR) for Central Asia,
Terhi Hakala, remained silent on the crisis in
Karakalpakstan [30].

When unrest in Gorno-Badakhshan turned
violent, EU and US diplomats were quick to urge
“all parties” to de-escalate, and to demand that
Tajik forces respect human rights even during
security crises [31]. This was repeated by the EU
and the UK at the OSCE’s Permanent Council in
Vienna in late May [32]. While EUSR Hakala
remained (again) invisible, the European
Parliament passed a strongly worded resolution
on 7 July on human rights violations in the GBAO.
On the same day, the OSCE’s High Commissioner
on National Minorities reported that he had
contacted with Tajik authorities to indicate his
office’s willingness to “provid[e] suggestions
aimed at a peaceful resolution of the situation in
GBAO, including via dialogue and mediation”
[34].

While the EU and US have limited themselves 

primarily to diplomatic statements during the
‘peak’ of unrest in Karakalpakstan and Gorno-
Badakhshan, the UN’s Office of the High
Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) has
been more vocal and proactive. In Gorno-
Badakhshan, UN OHCHR Special Rapporteurs
warned one month prior to the May escalations
that the central government’s criminalisation and
securitisation of Pamiris’ socio-political
grievances would lead to violence [35]. On 5
July, responding to the events in Nukus, UN High
Commissioner for Human Rights Michelle
Bachelet called not only for restraint and
investigations, but also noted concerns about
state violence against, and unfair prosecution of,
Karakalpak protesters [36].

Contrasting Aftermaths

Ambivalence in Karakalpakstan, terror in Gorno-
Badakhshan

Unrest and repression did not end after the
crises of May and July 2022 in Gorno-
Badakhshan and Karakalpakstan, respectively.
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Fresh graves in Gorno-Badakhshan. Still from video (Pamir Daily
News, November 20, 2022,
https://twitter.com/pamirdailynews/status/1594158618064039941)

https://twitter.com/pamirdailynews/status/1594158618064039941


In Karakalpakstan, the atmosphere is ambivalent.
There is “fear of repression [alongside] the
simultaneous rise of the national patriotism of
the Karakalpaks,” one Karakalpak activist
explained to the Platform for Peace and
Humanity on 23 November [37]. “The
whereabouts of many activists inside
Karakalpakstan is unknown,” he added, “and the
fact is that after the events of July, there was not
a single person left who would conduct at least
some kind of active civil activity in
Karakalpakstan itself. Not one. Everyone is
arrested, and those who are not arrested are
intimidated” [38]. While some Karakalpaks are
frustrated that the issue of Karakalpak autonomy
is being silenced, others are content that the
protests at least put the matter on the local
agenda [39].

In the GBAO, the situation is more dire – those in
the diaspora who have contact with the Pamiri
community in the region have the sense that the
latest repression stymied any possibility for
organised protests or resistance. State violence
is expected to return, but civil society has been
damaged irreparably, as multiple interviewees
confirmed in mid-December 2022 [40]. “People
have stopped visiting each other, people have
stopped talking to each other,” a journalist
explains, “because everyone is afraid of each
other. […] People don’t know who cooperates
[with the authorities], and who doesn’t, so this is
an atmosphere of terror in which the people of
Gorno-Badakhshan now find themselves” [41]

Legal persecution

Compared to their Tajik counterparts, Uzbek
authorities have opted for a less extreme and
more legalistic approach to the aftermath of the
Karakalpakstan crisis. On 26 August, President
Mirziyoyev announced a wide package of
economic investments and reforms for the
region. On 28 November, announced only 17
hours beforehand, a trial of 22 Karakalpaks,
including Dauletmurat Tazhimuratov began in
Bukhara. The defendants are accused of inciting
mass riots and undermining the constitutional
order [42]. 
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Not only is the trial being held far away from
Nukus, where the violence took place, there are
also concerns about the independence of the
judge [43]. Tazhimuratov and others have
pleaded guilty or partially guilty [44].

The independent commission tasked to
investigate has struggled to produce concrete
results, as Eurasianet reported on 22 December
[45]. Meanwhile, international journalist Joanna
Lillis noted on 23 December that virtually no
journalists are covering the Karakalpakstan trial,
nor any monitors from the embassies or IOs in
Uzbekistan [46]. The Prosecutor General’s Office
clarified on 12 December that there are a total of
171 defendants involved in the criminal
proceedings, besides the 22 Karakalpaks
currently being tried in Bukhara. 107 people were
released under certain conditions, including
house arrest. A second trial of 39 more
Karakalpaks who have remained in custody, has
begun in mid-December [47]. Another separate
trial will be held for the law enforcement officers
suspected of having used excessive force [48].
While this indicates that the Uzbek government is
interested in signalling transparency and fairness
to the world, there is the risk that a few civil
society leaders and security officers will be
made scapegoats, while wider societal issues –
regional autonomy, police brutality, judicial
reform, intimidation of civil society, etc. – can
conveniently be left unaddressed.

Tajikistan’s authorities have tried to enforce some
sort of normalcy in the shock-ridden
communities of the GBAO by re-establishing the
Internet connection and bringing in Chinese
funds for road renovations in June [49]. But the
repression of Pamiris in eastern Tajikistan has
continued relentlessly. In August, the Supreme
Court designated Commission 44 as a criminal
organisation [50]. In early December, courts
handed out extremely long sentences to
practically the entire community of lawyers,
human rights defenders, and civil activists in the
GBAO. The community was especially hit hard by
the imprisonments of journalist 



Ulfatkhonim Mamadshoeva and her brother
Khursand Mamadshoev, and lawyer Faromuz
Irgashev, head of Commission 44.

Tried behind closed doors, journalists, lawyers,
bloggers and civil society leaders received
sentences between fifteen and thirty years in
prison for ‘organising illegal rallies’, ‘conspiring
against the state’ and similar trumped-up
charges [51].  Many outside observers, including
Minority Rights Group and Genocide Watch, have
raised alarm about the widespread and
systematic extent of the persecution of Pamiris in
the GBAO [52].

Persecution in the diasporas

Neither Pamiri nor Karakalpak activists living
outside their home regions have been safe in
recent months. Five prominent members of the
Karakalpak diaspora in Kazakhstan were
detained between 13 September and 12
November 2022 [53]. Arrested at the request of
the Uzbek authorities, they remain in detention in
Kazakhstan, awaiting a decision on their asylum
status [54]. Karakalpaks in Kazakhstan fear that
all of their cultural associations will be closed
down under pressure from Uzbekistan [55].
Likewise, the sizable Pamiri diaspora in Russia
has come under serious threat throughout 2022,
with at least 17 community organisers, bloggers,
martial arts fighters, and relatives of activists
being deported from Moscow and other Russian
cities to Dushanbe [56]. Deportations have
continued into November and December 2022
[57].

EU Connectivity Discourse amid
Rising Repression

At a time when the EU is shoring up its geo-
strategic engagement with Central Asian states,
EU actors have in many settings refrained from
publicly mentioning the crises in Karakalpakstan
and Gorno-Badakhshan. In addition, they have
also remained fairly silent with regards to the
worsening repression of local community leaders
and activists.
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Both President Charles Michel and High
Representative Josep Borrell have visited Central
Asia in recent months (October–November
2022). Expanding cooperation with Uzbekistan to
boost trade and investment has been high on
the EU agenda [58]. An ill-defined discourse of
‘connectivity’, ‘resilience’ and ‘geopolitical
actorness’ provides a rationalisation for the EU to
take steps back from reform agendas and
reorient towards geo-economic opportunities in
areas such as energy, transport, and
decarbonisation. Borrell said on 22 November
that the EU needs to cooperate “with people who
are not necessarily, exactly our like-minded
[partners], but with whom we share a
geostrategic interest” [59]. Both Europe and
Central Asia aim to diversify connections and
dependencies. “Just as we in Europe are focused
on developing our strategic autonomy, so we
recognise our partners’ desire to do the same”
[60].

In July 2022, the EU and Uzbekistan agreed on a
new Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation
Agreement (EPCA), which will include
cooperation in institutional reform, trade, security
policy, conflict prevention, energy, transport,
environment, migration, and a number of other
sectors [61]. On 8 December, the EU announced
it will negotiate with Tajikistan on a new EPCA,
too. While Borrell noted that “negotiations will also
depend on tangible improvements in Tajikistan’s
human rights situation” [62], it seems as though
the EU remains oblivious to the extreme gravity of
the situation in the GBAO. European diplomats
“couldn’t have a worse sense of timing,”
commented a director at Human Rights Watch
on 14 December [63]. Only days after the EU-
Tajikistan Human Rights Dialogue, where the EU
expressed concern with the human rights
situation and called for fair trials [64], Tajikistan
proceeded to imprison Mamadshoeva and
others.

US and EU diplomats have visited both
autonomous regions since the immediate crises,
and have announced development aid
packages, but have remained cautious in   



speaking openly about human rights concerns.
While the US Ambassador to Tajikistan in August
mentioned the importance of “an active civil
society, respect for human rights and rule of law,
reliable internet, and independent media” for the
socioeconomic development of the GBAO,” press
releases from the EUSR’s visits to the GBAO and
Karakalpakstan in October were wholly
depoliticised [65]. Only the trial of Karakalpak
protesters in Bukhara prompted statements
calling for transparency and accountability, and
underlined freedoms of expression and
assembly [66]. UN Special Rapporteur Mary
Lawlor has been the one of the few key
international actors seriously alarmed by the
situation in the GBAO. In early December,
following a field visit, she spoke openly about the
climate of fear among Tajik and Pamiri human
rights defenders, and criticised embassies and
IOs for providing insufficient support and allowing
Tajik authorities to circumscribe their activities
[67].

Views from Karakalpak and Pamiri
Activists

Interviews with Karakalpak activists 

In this context that is overshadowed by the war
in Ukraine [68], local activists are generally 
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well-aware of the limitations – in terms of
interest, capacity, and influence – of international
actors such as the EU, the UN, and the OSCE in
Central Asia. As one Karakalpak community
leader explains, this is further complicated by the
lack of media access and independent
investigations, and thus the lack of a reliable flow
of information from local contexts to IOs [69].
Tajik and Pamiri activists are particularly
disillusioned by the unwillingness among
international actors to take a principled stance
against Rahmon’s government, even if they
understand the preoccupation with Ukraine [70].

The Karakalpak diaspora and activist community
is split between radical and moderate wings. The
radical wing sees independence for
Karakalpakstan as the only legitimate and
reasonable outcome, even if it ought to be
negotiated peacefully with Tashkent [71]. Given
their marginal status, these activists operate
outside Karakalpakstan and want their
community to rally around a government-in-
exile, akin to the Chechen (‘Ichkerian’)
government-in-exile. Their more realistic
proposal is for the UN and OSCE to be engaged
more in the Karakalpak issue, possibly through
an expert fact-finding mission, requested
through the OSCE’s Moscow Mechanism [72].

The more moderate camp shares this interest in
increased international attention. In particular,
these activists want IOs and foreign partner
states to pressure Uzbekistan to allow
international journalists as well as
representatives of organisations like Human
Rights Watch, Amnesty International and
Freedom House to investigate the events in
Karakalpakstan on the ground. For them, the
issue of independence is secondary to
improvement in the human rights situation [73].
One community leader explains that a
referendum on Karakalpak independence would
be a good step to take, not because it would
lead to secession, but because the pro-
independence camp would inevitably lose (if
only since Karakalpaks are not a demographic 
  

The EU’s foreign policy chief, Josep Borrell drinking tea in
Samarkand. (Oybek Shaykhov, November 19, 2022,
https://twitter.com/OShaykhov/status/1594003338462371844)

https://twitter.com/OShaykhov/status/1594003338462371844


majority in the region). This would settle the
territorial issue, while on the other hand signalling
the need for a renegotiated relationship between
Tashkent and its autonomous region [74].

What next for IOs in Uzbekistan?

Karakalpak activists suggest that the EU, US and
IOs should return to the principle of conditionality.
“Before signing any agreements with Uzbekistan,”
suggests one Karakalpak activist based in
Kazakhstan, “demand an improvement in the
human rights situation throughout Uzbekistan,
and in particular in Karakalpakstan” [75]. While
Uzbekistan is already part of the EU’s scheme of
preferential trade tariffs since April 2021 [76], and
agreed on a new EPCA in July 2022 (as detailed
above) [77], the EU can at least use these
arrangements as leverage to step up its human
rights monitoring. Uzbek authorities are well-
aware that economic cooperation can also be
withdrawn.

A more low-committal option for the EU would
be to concentrate on aid conditionality in its
assistance to the environmental restoration of
the Aral Sea. Karakalpak activists argue that the
Kazakh side is much more effective in building
dams and thus restoring ecosystems and
agricultural livelihoods [78]. Locals are
particularly concerned that EU and USAID funding
for projects in the Aral Sea region is skimmed off
by Uzbek officials, while excluding local
Karakalpaks from participation [79]. Donors
could design environmental programmes in a
more inclusive way, for example by including
grants for local civil society organisations
working on both environment protection and
human rights.

Interviews with Pamiri activists 

In the GBAO, the situation is more desperate than
in Karakalpakstan, while international actors hold
less leverage. Among Pamiris, the division
between radical and moderate activists is less
stark than in Karakalpakstan. No-one 
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actively advocates for secession. Activists agree
that the EU, US, UN and OSCE should no longer
continue “business as usual” [80], but the
proposed measures vary.

Many journalists, activists, community leaders,
and others connected to the Pamiri diaspora
suggest that the EU and US should consider
targeted sanctions, freeze the assets of the
families connected to the Rahmon
administration, cease trade cooperation with
Tajikistan, and stop all financial aid to the Tajik
regime. There is a particular concern that
humanitarian and development aid is redirected
to fight dissent and strengthen the security
forces [81]. As Tajik journalist Anora Sarkorova
says:

“The diplomatic corps [...] are well aware of this,
but it is very important for European politicians in
Europe to understand that when they give huge
military assistance and unlimited financial aid to
Tajikistan, this military component goes not to
defence or the fight against terrorism. The fight
against terrorism, which Rahmon often talks
about, is the fight against dissidents, it is the fight
against the opposition” [82].

While such measures may sound drastic,
inaction on the part of the EU and US may
seriously undermine their credibility and
legitimacy in the region in the long run. One
anonymous Pamiri activist felt particularly
betrayed by the silence on the part of the US
Embassy in Dushanbe. Mamadshoeva was
detained after meeting with two US diplomats
[83]. Pamiri activists feel left behind, especially if
they compare the European and US statements
vis-à-vis the trials of Karakalpaks in Bukhara to
the muted responses to mass detentions and
long sentences meted out to their own
community leaders [84]. Symbolic actions still
matter to the dwindling activist community, in
terms of moral support.

UN Special Rapporteur Mary Lawlor indeed
sharply criticised Western embassies as well as
the EU, UN and OSCE for providing insufficient 

  



support to human rights defenders in Tajikistan
[85]. These actors could help activists and
journalists at risk to obtain humanitarian visas to
safely leave the country. It is regrettable that
countries such as Germany still consider
extraditing Tajik and Pamiri activists in the current
environment [86].

What next for IOs in Tajikistan?

There are three concrete areas where the EU and
US, in particular, should re-evaluate their
development aid policies for Tajikistan. First,
under the do-no-harm principle, it would be
prudent to temporarily halt all military and hard
security assistance, including support in border
security programmes such as the EU’s Border
Management Programme in Central Asia
(BOMCA) in Tajikistan [87]. Experts who have
monitored EU policy in Central Asia cannot
completely exclude the possibility that aid is
indirectly used for repressive activities [88]. In
the US, Tajikistan is designated as a ‘country of
particular concern’ with respect to religious
freedom. The US should lift the waiver that allows
for military support to Tajikistan in spite of this
designation [89].

Second, the US, EU and OSCE should openly
admit the failure of their judicial capacity-
building and police reform projects, now that
“police brutality is at its peak, and people like
Manuchehr Kholiknazarov, Faromuz Irgashev,
Khursand Mamadshoev, who were main
intermediaries with the communities in GBAO to
help the [international] police reform
programme for years, are in jail” [90]. Possibilities
should be explored to monitor trials, advocate for
amnesties, provide visas, and mitigate harm
through other means.

Third, the EU should make clear in ongoing
negotiations with Tajikistan that no agreements
will be reached until political prisoners are
released. Given Tajikistan’s blatant disregard of
EU concerns voiced at the most recent Human
Rights Dialogue, it is clear that the EU lacks more
subtle means of leverage over Tajikistan’s
implementation of human rights conventions
[91].
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“We understand completely that international
actors cannot pull out of the country completely,
nor can they interfere in the domestic affairs of a
sovereign country,” one Pamiri activist told
Platform for Peace and Humanity on December
19, “But […] requesting trial monitoring;
advocating for the release of political prisoners,
especially those they have worked with directly;
providing humanitarian visas; providing accurate
and timely reporting to their headquarters, their
governments; putting conditionalities to funding,
not allowing the [Tajikistani] Ministry of Economic
Development and Trade to dictate them where
to fund and implement programmes and where
not (usually avoiding GBAO), are simple things
core to the mandate of these international
actors” [92]. 

Conclusions: Prudence without
Negligence

It is a delicate balancing act to remain engaged
with authoritarian governments while neither
undermining one’s credibility and damaging ties
with potential allies (such as local journalists,
activists, and civil society leaders), nor losing all
influence in the respective states. International
actors are understandably preoccupied with
Ukraine, and hesitant to repeat the stance taken
after the Andijan massacre (2005), when
targeted sanctions arguably failed to achieve
change on the part of the Karimov government
in Uzbekistan.

Yet, this does not absolve the EU, UK, US and IOs
of the obligation to look for concrete steps to
better support the people of Karakalpakstan and
Gorno-Badakhshan (GBAO). The EU and US, in
particular, can do more to carefully encourage
Uzbekistan to include Karakalpak civil society in
its reform process, and clearly signal the costs of
relentless repression in the GBAO to Tajikistan.
Other international actors should follow suit.

  



The EU should improve its communications
strategy in Central Asia. Its diplomats and
institutions should that, while the EU is
committed to territorial integrity in the region,
it opposes the criminalisation and
securitisation of advocacy for stronger
autonomous regions. The EU should avoid
promoting the perception that the EU’s
increasing geopolitical interest with Central
Asia is a green light for regimes on the ‘open
markets without human rights’ trajectory of
reform.

Embassies and IOs in Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan should repair the current sense of
abandonment among the civil societies of
Tajikistan and Uzbekistan, especially in their
autonomous regions, and actively express
solidarity with human rights defenders,
journalists, activists, and others. Human rights
focal points can be made more active and
effective.

The EUSR for Central Asia should be given a
more active and vocal role in supporting civil
society and conflict resolution in the region.
Publicly, the EUSR can be more involved in
conveying the EU’s strategies and
standpoints. Behind the scenes, the EUSR can
promote models of conflict resolution to the
authorities in Tashkent and Tajikistan.

In Uzbekistan, international actors should aim
to nudge the Mirziyoyev administration in the
direction of dialogue and openness vis-à-vis
Karakalpak civil society.

In Tajikistan, international actors, especially
the EU and US, should restrict their assistance
to the Rahmon administration, re-evaluate
funds, concentrate on the do-no-harm
principle, and indicate ‘red lines’ concerning
the repression of Pamiris in the GBAO.

Recommendations
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The EU, US, UK and OSCE should press
Uzbekistan and Tajikistan to allow
international journalists to freely access
Karakalpakstan and the GBAO, and should
consistently condemn any restrictions on
Internet access.

The EU Delegations and the US and UK
Embassies must actively monitor the trials of
Karakalpak and Pamiri civil society leaders in
Uzbekistan and in Tajikistan, or fund
independent NGOs to do so. In the case of
Uzbekistan, they should press the Mirziyoyev
government to involve international experts in
the Commission that conducts an
independent investigation into the events in
Karakalpakstan in July 2022.

EU Member States should generously provide
humanitarian visas to Karakalpaks, Tajiks and
Pamiris who are at risk due to their social
activities or political views. This should include
Karakalpak activists in Kazakhstan who are at
risk of being extradited to Uzbekistan. The EU
should strive to implement a blanket stop on
extraditions of all Pamiri, Tajik, Uzbek and
Karakalpak political activists and human
rights defenders who currently reside in the
EU.

The EU and US should re-evaluate and re-
negotiate all security support to Uzbekistan
and Tajikistan, including not only ‘hard’
military support, but also border security
programmes. The US should lift the waiver
that allows for security support to Tajikistan
on the basis of national interests in spite of
ongoing religious persecution. The EU should
pause (most of) the activities of its BOMCA
programme in Tajikistan, or at least integrate
local civil society in all of its components and
report openly and transparently how none of
the border security activities can be
redirected to the ongoing oppression of
Pamiri civil society in the GBAO.
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Inside Tajikistan’s eastern
crackdown

Tajikistan's eastern Gorno-Badakhshan
Autonomous Oblast (GBAO) has never been
under Dushanbe’s complete control despite it
consuming almost 45% of the country’s area.
Throughout history, the geographic isolation of
the mountainous Pamir plains meant that the
region has remained widely secluded from many
empires and jurisdictions of leaders. Nonetheless,
its strategic location at signals military
importance as China looks to address security
concerns and Afghanistan’s new Taliban
government looks to rekindle old ties.
 
Gorno-Badakhshan was thrown into Tajikistan’s
newly formed republic in 1929, which paved the
way for ethnic groups, such as native Pamiris, to
be considered nationally Tajik under USSR rule.
On the heels of the Soviet Union’s collapse,
nationalism was ignited in GBAO with waves of
anti-government protests. In 1992, an
independence declaration was rejected, leading
to a several-year-long civil war in the region. The
Tajikistan Civil War targeted minorities with
outbursts of ethnic cleansing against the Pamiris
and Garmis [1]. Since then, Dushanbe’s grip on
the region has continued to be somewhat loose.

Neighbouring Afghanistan has always
maintained a history with Tajikistan, particularly
Gorno-Badakhshan. Around 27% of the Afghan
population is ethnically Tajik [2], and the two
countries share a border at Afghanistan’s
Badakhshan province, which now is ruled entirely
by Taliban, prompting concerns from 

 
Talibanization Fears for Gorno-Badakhshan as Tajikistan’s

Crackdown on Locals Cement Distrust
 

Perri Grace
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Tajik government-led crackdowns on local
voices and minority political figures in Gorno-
Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast have been
escalating in recent years 
Waves of protests in GBAO in 2021 and 2022
over the killing and alleged torture of an ethnic
Pamiri man resulted in a dissolution of
leadership
Swaths of Talibanization have occurred in
some villages across the Pamir mountains and
around the Walkan Corridor, which increases
the risk of extremism GBAO, as the
autonomous region, has effectively been left
without local leadership due to Tajik “counter-
terrorism operations” in the area
The GBAO area and its border is of strategic
importance for Tajikistan as they seek to
secure a stronger economic and security
relationship with China 
Following the Taliban takeover in Afghanistan,
Western countries, along with China and
Russia, are concerned that extremist Islamic
governance may spill into Central Asia,
particularly surrounding flashpoints such as
GBAO

Key takeaways

Welcome to Gorno-Badakhshan Autonomous Oblast sign (CABAR,
2022)



Beijing and Moscow over regional terrorism and
extremism which can transcend across the
geopolitical frontiers of the Pamir mountains [3].
To the east of Tajikistan's GBAO is a border with
China's Xinjiang Uyghur region. 

The civil war emerged as a by-product of
jihadism in Afghanistan. Talibani militia factions
assisted neighbouring GBAO. Meanwhile, al-
Qaeda and Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan
(IMU) supported reformists and so-called
Islamic rebels. Tajikistan has a history of Shia and
Sunni Islam that deviates from the succession of
the Prophet Muhammad. However, the two
branches coexisted peacefully for centuries.
Islam after communism, combined with
geographic isolation, meant that GBAO residents
who follow the second largest Islamic sect,
Ismaili Shi’ite, were forging a new identity [4].
Whilst around 95% of Tajikistan follows Sunni
Islam. Throughout the civil war, Tajik forces,
backed by Russia and Uzbekistan, conducted
mass killings and expulsion of Pamiris and
Garmis into Afghanistan. Tajik majority parties in
Afghanistan began to shift the war, even fighting
Russian troops outside of Gorno-Badakhshan.

The war ended in June 1997 with a peace deal,
but the scars and tension remain, leaving Gorno-
Badakhsan in an unstable position. Over fifteen
years later, the fragile peace deal has played a
role in the evolution of violence. In July 2012, the
conflict escalated once again after the Tajik
government launched a military operation.
Deadly clashes erupted as the Dushanbe
attempted to take a crackdown on militant local
opposition member Tolib Ayombekov, who was
accused of organising the alleged assassination
of a Tajik’s regional Intelligence agency head.
Dushanbe cut communications in the province
as simultaneous reports emerged of families
barricading themselves in their homes in
response to heavy street fighting [5]. Meanwhile,
amid the protests, international and non-
governmental organizations were evacuated
until the escalation ended with Ayombekov, who
was rumoured to have fled to Afghanistan,
surrendering.

For some, this event appeared to mark the
beginning of a “force-first” approach adopted by
Dushanbe [6]. Authorities over the preceding
decade prioritised physical force over dialogue
to solve emerging problems in the region.

In 2015, the situation reignited. Tajikistan’s lone
mainstream Muslim political party, Islamic
Renaissance Party (IRPT), was dissolved by the
country’s Justice Ministry, prompting the closure
of over 50 regional party branches [7]. A high
court ruled the party be included as an extremist
and terrorist organization's denylist. Furthermore,
it implemented a forced closure on the party's
media activities which, according to analysts,
cleared the way for authorities to crack down on
the political power [8]. The country’s peace deal
that ended the civil war decreed that 30% of
government positions would be given to
members of the United Tajik Opposition, including
IRPT [9]. The party’s dissolution drew a more
profound criticism of strongman President
Emomali Rahmon, who has been officially in
power since 1994 [10].

Recent tension came to an
unresolved halt 

The provincial government has historically
controlled the local economy in GBAO. The Tajik
government crackdowns are a facade attempt
to gain control to give Dushanbe access to licit
and illicit trade surrounding the Pamir Highway
and trade routes with China and Kyrgyzstan [11]. 
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Protests spend the night in Khorog amid protests (Social media,
ACCA media, 2021)

https://acca.media/en/15675/tajikistan-the-european-parliament-condemned-the-repressions-of-the-authorities-against-the-civilian-population-of-gbao/
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Unrest erupted in November 2021 after an
opposition voice and local Parmi, Gulbuddin
Ziyobekov, was allegedly tortured and killed by
Tajik security forces giving rise to sweeping
protests across the region. Since the incident,
reports  from non-governmental organizations
have indicated a sharp increase in targeted
harassment against Pamiris [12].

From November 2021 to March 2022, Tajik
authorities implemented an internet shutdown in
the Oblast, bestowing officials to control the
narrative emerging from the demonstrations
[13]. Independent sources and local figures
could not communicate effectively with
organizations and individuals. GBAO residents
were affected by day-to-day consequences,
with residents initially reporting that banks were
hit with constricted internet access, restricting
local cash withdrawals [14].  

No resolution occurred, and protests naturally
dwindled after a Tajik authority victory. However,
many felt dissatisfied with Dushanbe’s response
and the lack of investigation into the events
surrounding Ziyobekov’s death. In May 2022, an
influential local leader, Mamadbokir
Mamadbokirov, was killed in an “anti-terror
operation, " leading to a wave of fresh protests.
Tajik security forces reinforced the region and
opened fire on demonstrators, leaving scores
dead [15]. Detained protesters were
subsequently tortured while some residents
crossed into Afghanistan and later divulged their
witness accounts of terror and violence.
Accounts describe Tajik forces killing unarmed
civilians, using intimidation tactics and going
door-to-door. All differ from dispersed narratives
surrounding the nature of the protests
propagated by Tajik media, which commonly
describes incidents in GBAO as counter-
terrorism operations [16]. 

The actions of the May and June violence only
cemented distrust between the Tajik government
and Pamiris, who both typically follow different
sects of Islam. The authoritative streak of
President Rahmon and violent 

crackdowns on opposition figures have analysts
speculating an abrupt end to territorial
autonomy status [17]. 

Geography wins

Amid the chaos and turmoil lies the geographic
and strategic importance of the region. However,
GBAO residents are becoming increasingly
socially, culturally, and religiously distant from the
government. Economically, the territorial
reorganization empowers Dushanbe to enter the
region with mining concessions and Chinese
investment opportunities [18]. 

Tajikistan is the poorest Central Asian country
and faces increasing inequality among the
impoverished populations with inadequate
access to healthcare, clean water, sanitation and
education [19]. In light of a slipping grip from
Dushanbe, the influx of Russian migrant flows
and regional instability means GBAO feels the
brut of the increased inequality. For decades,
Tajik Pamiris have struggled to maintain
economic freedom and autonomy as Tajikistan
vies to control the area’s legal and illegal trade
[20].

Gorno-Badakhshan is home to the contentious
Walkan Corridor, which separators GBAO from
Pakistan-administered Kashmir. After the US
withdrawal from Afghanistan, the Taliban took
control of the area for the first time, leading to
scores of ethnic Kyrgyz nomads fleeing towards
Tajikistan. The area once served the Silk Road.
Presently, the corridor serves China’s Central
Asian commerce desires and is a route to the
Gwadar port in Pakistan. At this intersection also
lies the Pamir Highway, a 1,200km road that runs
through Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and
Afghanistan [21].

Growing Talibanization swaths
prompt peace and security
concerns    

The Pamir mountains connect GBAO directly to
Afghanistan’s Badakhshan province, and the 



return of the Taliban alarms Tajik authorities, as
well as neighbouring China, of a potential return
of extremism to the Oblast.

For years, Tajik Taliban members have manned
the GBAO border with Afghanistan [22].
Dushanbe worried that Kabul’s new regime might
embolden GBAO locals [23]. Sectarian violence
means extremists in GBAO may have a “safe
haven” in Afghanistan under the Taliban. With
tension continuing around the Wakhan Corridor,
there are concerns that authorities may be unfit
to deal with a “Talibanization” of the region [24]. 

Concurrent with Tajikistan’s “anti-terrorism”
operations, in May 2022, the Islamic State
Khorasan (ISKP) claimed responsibility for an
attack in GBAO. ISKP, in opposition to the Taliban,
engaged in sporadic clashes along the Afghan-
Tajik border [25]. In light of legitimate security
concerns, together with Russia and China,
Tajikistan has been attempting to fortify its
Afghan border [26].

Across the Walkan Corridor, in Pakistan’s Gilgit-
Baltistan, Talibanization appears to be growing
[27]. Local authorities have implemented dress
and veil restrictions on females, with male
residents and clerics holding rallies for stricter
“Islamic” governance [28]. 

As the dust settles after recent regional flare-
ups, China has moved in to revamp construction
on a
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road linking GBAO and Tajikistan with China, a
road route often strategically blocked by GBAO
protests [29]. Tajik authorities crushed local
informal leaders in the recent violent events.
Some analysts suggest a growing increase in
Chinese economic activity in the region,
coinciding with growing security ambitions with
eyes on Afghanistan. 

Since 2016, Chinese troops have been deployed
to Tajikistan as Beijing continues to bid for a
further security presence throughout Central
Asia. Following the Taliban takeover of
Afghanistan, China approved funding to
construct a military base that would home Tajik
soldiers, solidifying their regional border security
interests and allowing China to keep an eye on
potential insurgencies or Islamic uprisings. China
sees an increase in presence in the reason the
most effective counter-terrorism tool to stop
hider potential domestic hiccups. In 2019, Beijing
and Dushanbe conducted the region's first fully-
fledged joint military drills. Following the Taliban
takeover in 2021, Russian and Chinese troops
have been reinforced in the area [30].  The
neglect of minority groups within the GBAO as
Chinese and Russian troops enter the region,
paired with violent crackdowns on protesters,
demonstrates a disregard for minority groups
that echoes throughout the political scene.

What is certain, Dushanbe has not found a 
 

GBAO meets Afghanistan at the Wakhan corridor (Foreign Policy, 2021)



balance between dealing with the underlining
tension and potential spillover of the Taliban into
the territory and addressing the legitimate
concerns of GBAO residents [31]. Tajik authorities
removing opposition also bubbled further
tension, with the lines between official and
unofficial local leadership, leaving locals
impressionable. 

Building long-term peace in GBAO
and Tajikistan
 
Naturally, there is a concern for extremist
spillovers from Afghanistan into Central Asia, but
the United Nations, European Union and other
governmental and non-governmental
organisations must proactively monitor the rule
of law in Tajikistan. These organisations should
raise concerns through diplomatic authorities,
just as the EU raised many concerns in the
aftermath of the 2022 protests. 

In 2010, the EU, Norway and United Nations’
Counter-Terrorism Implementation Task Force
(CTITF) created a regional plan of action for
Central Asia. The initiative introduced
government engagement by implementing
pillars formed by the United Nations Global
Counter-Terrorism Strategy (UNGCTS) [32].

Counter-extremism and counter-terrorism are
major priorities for the Tajik government. Under
Tajikistan’s Supreme Court, organizations
including Sozmoni Tabligot, East Turkestan
Islamic Movement, Tochikistoni Ozod and the 

Taliban are banned. As the government labels
crackdowns on GBAO voices as counter-
terrorism, there are concerns surrounding the
application of counter-extremism and counter-
terrorism legislation by authorities. Tajikistan has
not adopted a uniform understanding of
terrorism, efficiently presenting scores of differing
concepts. Tajikistan's “On Combatting Extremism”
in Article 3 states extremism is “manifestation by
legal entities and individuals of extreme forms of
actions appealing to destabilization”, which
conflicts with Article 22 of Tajikistan’s Criminal
Code which states a legal entity cannot be
subject to criminal liability [33]. Terms such as
“activity of extremist character,” “extremism”, and
“extremist activity” are often used as synonyms
throughout the law.

The legitimate fight against violent extremism
and terrorism in all countries is necessary. Still, it
cannot be used as a suppressive pretext to
dismiss opposition and impede the rights of
minorities and citizens of Tajikistan.

Conclusion

Regional protests in 2021 and 2022 have
demonstrated that residents hold legitimate
concerns surrounding the treatment of Pamiris
and other GBAO minorities. Building trust
between Gorno-Badakhshan communities and
the Tajik government is a herculean task and
calls for a commitment to dialogue and
international standards. Local voices have been
suppressed for several years, and Tajik
authorities, to address the legitimate risks of
terrorism and extremism, must allow for local
voices, politicians and leaders. 

As China looks to expand security and economic
ties in the region, Tajik authorities should not
prioritise foreign engagement over their national
concerns and invite investment at the cost of the
country’s cohesion. Gorno-Badakhshan remains
a flashpoint heading into the new 2023 year, with
Talibanization and religious extremism posing a
threat to Central Asia. The region's future relies
on efforts from
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GBAO’s capital Khorog sits in the Wakhan valley within the Pamir
mountains (Deposit Photos, 2018)



Tajikistan must continue collaborating with
actors and organisations to implement
counter-terrorism and counter-extremism
initiatives in the country. These collaborative
security opportunities are necessary for
reducing the rise of extremism and also
provide authorities with the importance of
understanding new trends such as
cyberspace and destructive technologies
[34].

Tajikistan should revisit legislation to ensure
surrounding extremism and terrorism and
further adopt uniform definitions that will also
cleanly distinguish between organised crime
and extremism [35].  Although there is a
partial overlap between these definitions,
improving the country's criminal legislation
requires correct definitions.

Governmental and non-governmental
organizations must proactively monitor the
rule of law in Tajikistan and should respond
and condemn violence against GBAO
residents and call for evidence surrounding
the legitimacy of counter-terrorism claims

Moving forward, Dushanbe to foster a
stronger economy it must be established
concurrently with peace-building activities in
GBAO

International standards of non-discrimination
are essential for the indigenous and minority
communities and populations in Central Asia.
Tajikistan must look at the community's
infrastructure, education, health, economic
and cultural concerns and engage in open
dialogue.

Tajikistan must adhere to international
human rights standards as well as continue
to redouble efforts in civil society
representation building at an international
standard

Dushanbe and a commitment from international
actors.

Recommendations
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Tajikistan must implement and engage in
conflict prevention dialogue in addition to
internal dialogue with communities in which
Chinese projects impact

The government should not engage in
misinformation, and disinformation
campaigns surrounding minorities and
Dushanbe must establish a wider and safer
media situation within the country

International bodies must hold the Tajik
government responsible for committing to
the outlines of the 1997 peace deal, minority
groups should be represented in parliament,
and local leaders should be able to express
the right to self-determination

It is fundamental that Tajikistan creates youth
initiatives in GBAO and also inter-ethnic
dialogue for all age groups
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Since President Serdar Berdymukhamedov's
Premiership, Turkmenistan has seen another
increase in female restrictions that violate
women’s rights. 
Women in Turkmenistan are facing excessive
fines and risk imprisonment from the morality
police over restrictions pertaining to now-
banned beauty treatments and cosmetic
changes. 
A law detailing that abortion is illegal after
five weeks – most women would not know
they are pregnant by then - has led to a
surge in briberies in the medical field, posing
signficant health risks. 
Turkmenistan's adoption of the 2021-2025
National Action Plan on Gender Equality
(NAPGE) has done little so far to push for
gender equality and the empowerment of
Turkmen women. It is likely this is just virtue
signalling for the international community as
women's rights begin to be violated again.
Free mass media and national democratic
and accountable institutions also remain
absent, enabling the government to maintain
an unchallenged monopoly on curating
sociocultural practices and norms.

Key Takeaways

Introduction 
 
Women in Turkmenistan have been facing a
number of bans that restrict their rights following
President Serdar Berdymukhamedov’s election in
March 2022. The restrictions include a number of
beauty treatments, cosmetic changes, western
style outfits and hand holding[1]. Police have
been conducting raids, detaining couples and
removing face masks to inspect their faces[2]. 

Turkmenistan is not new to women's rights
violations. In 2018, Ex-President Gurbanguly
Berdymukhamedov imposed a ban on female
drivers, although this was later abolished in
2020[3]. Nonetheless, we are now seeing more
restrictions placed against women under the
new presidency.  
 
Recently, the world has seen a degradation of
women’s rights not only in authoritarian states
but in democratic states too[4]. In the United
States of America, for example, the supreme
court ruled that there is no constitutional right to
abortion after the court overturned Roe v. Wade
on June 24, 2022[5]. This resulted in access to
abortion for millions of individuals being
restricted, with abortion already being banned in
13 of 50 US states[6]. Poland has also seen a
clampdown on women’s rights in recent years, at
least five women have died after doctors refused
to terminate their pregnancies for medical
reasons to the country’s abortion ban[7].

In Iran, protests, led primarily by women, have
dominated the country after the death of Mahsa
Amini a 21-year-old Kurdish woman who was in
the custody of Iran’s morality police due to
wearing her hijab incorrectly[8]. As of December
14, 2022, Iran has been removed from the United
Nations Women’s body after their systematic
violations of women’s rights[9]. Further violations
of women’s rights can be seen in Afghanistan,
where Afghan girls are being banned from
school and public spaces and risk being publicly
flogged, resulting in women losing social respect
and increasing mistreatment by their
families[10]. 

On April 5, 2021, Aizada Kanatbekova was
abducted for marriage and later found dead
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seen large groups of activists protesting for
women's rights[16] and Kazakhstan which held
its first women’s march in 2021[17]. 

Feminism
 
The concept of feminism is largely censored in
society and the state-controlled educational
curriculum[18]. Discussions around gender are
unlikely as women are encouraged to not talk on
the topic of gender issues as the majority of
communities traditionally view women as not
being equal to men[19]. Women also don’t speak
up on the topic due to not being educated on
the issues and rarely being exposed to feminist
views[20]. The 2021 State of World Population
reportrevealed 58% of women in Turkmenistan
accept and justify intimate partner violence
demonstrating the normalisation of this within
society[21].

National Identity
 
In Central Asia, national identity and unity were
at the core of the countries' return to tradition
following the post-Soviet transition. Turkmenistan
holds a slightly different angle to its neighbouring
countries as it is less diverse in ethnic, linguistic
and religious terms[22].The revival of traditional
values and national identity saw society placing
more value on one another’s actions in order to
be a strong collective with women being
responsible for raising patriots[23]. 
 

from strangulation[11]. In Uzbekistan, a 17-year-
old girl was severely beaten by a 22-year-old
man after he shouted discriminative and
derogative comments towards her[12]. Police
officers in Kyrgyzstan were charged with raping a
13-year-old girl over a six-month period,
sparking protests[13].

 

Immediately after President Serdar
Berdymukhamedov came into power in
Turkmenistan, the country saw a gradual
increase in women’s rights being violated again.
These new restrictions also police women's
movements and prevent freedom of expression.
Gender inequality in Turkmen society is a threat
to gender security in the region. Following the
protests in Iran and Central Asian countries
Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan [14], there are major
concerns over the role of morality police and
women’s rights.  
 
This article seeks to understand the socio-
structures of Turkmenistan and analyse the
status of women’s rights in Turkmenistan. 
 
Understanding Turkmenistan’s
socio-cultural structures
 
Turkmenistan is one of the world’s most
authoritarian countries based on patriarchal
norms and practices deriving from a clan-based
society[15]. Unlike the rest of Central Asian
countries, Turkmenistan society overall remains
silent on the topic of gender. This is unlike their
neighbour Kyrgyzstan which has 

Kyrgyz policemen detain an activist of the Femen women's rights
movement at Victory Square during celebration of the International
Women's Day in Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan, Sunday, March 8, 2020. (AP
Photo/Vladimir Voroni 2020) 

Women in traditional Turkmen clothes, (n.d., Advantour)
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engagement’. The union actively works with the
government and is the only official NGO in the
country with a focus on women's rights.  The
majority of associations in the country are
government organisations with very few NGOs
[28]. The lack of NGOs is an alarming sign that
human rights are being forgotten and
abandoned. It also leads to national institutions
acting as a conduit to the government's political
agenda. Gender inequality topics, free mass
media and national democratic and
accountable institutions remain absent and as a
result, the government has maintained an
unchallenged monopoly on curating
sociocultural practices and norms, affecting the
lives of all citizens. 
 
President Serdar Berdymukhamedov’s
Turkmenistan
 
Since President Serdar came into power, there
has been a gradual but harsh implementation of
restrictions that violate women's rights. The new
regulations were reported by Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty (RFE/RL) to be introduced
to “honour the historical and cultural traditions of
the Turkmen and not lose national roots”[29].

Restrictions so far include a ban on a range of
beauty services and cosmetic procedures
including lip fillers, gel manicures, hair dyeing, nail
extensions, eyelash extensions, eyebrow
microblading and beautifying injections[30]. In
November 2022, several women were forbidden
from boarding a plane due to the cosmetic
procedures they had[31]. Salon owners are  

A woman without strong family values can be
seen as a threat to the national identity they
created and damaging the honour of men[24].
Due to these norms, gender equality is one of the
most difficult problems to solve as it is
discouraged by both men and women and
continues to be embedded in their family
structures creating a continuous generational
cycle. 

Women’s Rights in Turkmenistan 
 
The deep-rooted gender roles, patriarchal norms
and political restrictions over time have resulted
in the normalisation of poor women's rights.
Women and girls have been subjected to
virginity tests, domestic abuse, rape, honour
killings and forced marriage[25].
 
In December 2022, the Head of the United
Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) office in
Turkmenistan released a statement urging
families to teach their children to respect women
further stating that “respecting women and girls
have been one of the centuries of traditions of
the Turkmen people”[26]. As Turkmenistan holds
strong traditional norms, urging the people to
respect women based on centuries-old tradition
can be seen as effective if it reaches the correct
audience. 
 
Women play a central role in politics and outside
of government institutions. Data continues to be
limited, however; the data available
demonstrates that women currently in
parliament make up 25.85% of MPs[27].
Therefore, out of the 125 MPs, only 32 are women.
Without female representation, women's rights
will continue to be side-lined and shaped by
male leaders. The exclusion of women slows
growth and halts meaningful progress.

Presence of Non-Governmental organisations
 
Officially, the country holds a large Non-
Governmental Organisation (NGO) called the
Women’s Union which seeks to ‘play an essential
role in the formation of women’s civic 

A woman looks away from the authority figures.  (RFE/RL's Turkmen
Service, December 2022)
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This demonstrates the level of gender inequality
that has been present in Turkmen society over
time with figures likely to be higher since the new
restrictions.
 
International developments
 
The United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP) launched a global project to strengthen
resilience and prevent extremism in 2020 with
measures put in place in 2021-2022[39]. Their
project led to Turkmenistan’s first-ever Women’s
Hackathon held in August 2022, where each
team focused on ‘web and application
development addressing issues of gender
equality and women’s empowerment’[40]. This
was done through increasing work and learning
opportunities, networking, mentoring and
encouraging women and girls to start a career in
technology. 

On 21 September 2022, the UNFPA and British
Embassy held a meeting with international
organisations and embassies to present the
first-ever national survey on health and women
in Turkmenistan[41]. This is a great step forward
in being able to have access to data to better
understand the struggles that women face. This
was the first meeting that focused on gender
issues in Turkmenistan and they will continue to
host meetings in line with the National Action
Plan on Gender Equality for 2021-2025 (NAPGE).
The NAPGE was first adopted by Turkmenistan in
2015 and aims to promote gender equality and
prevent/respond to gender-based violence. The
seven strategic areas include ‘further
enhancement of the legislation, ensuring
gender-responsive healthcare, fostering equal
access to education, prevention and response to
gender-based violence, economic
empowerment of women and girls; advancing
women's participation on all levels including the
political and social dimensions”[42]. 
 
Despite these developments, women’s rights in
Turkmenistan are increasingly worsening as
restrictions continue to be put in place under the
new presidency.

being policed and warned to not conduct any of
the listed treatments as they risk a heavy fine
and 15 days of arrest[32]. If a woman violates
the ban, they risk a fine of 300-500 manats –
around £140 to £240. The new restrictions cause
an economic challenge with beauty salons
predominantly owned by women being restricted
and having a high risk of falling out of business.
There are also restrictions on female clothing
and morality police can determine what is not
appropriate such as too much jewellery, tight
and revealing clothing or wearing western
garments[33]. This presents a grey area due to
uncertainty over what is deemed acceptable
and abuse of power can lead to women being
subjected to unlawful fines, arrests and abuse. In
the workplace, women are told to sign a contract
agreeing to not wear certain clothes and not do
certain beauty treatments stating: “if I embarrass
my organisation by not following these
requirements both at work and outside work, I
agree that I should be dismissed from my
job”[34]. Those who refused to sign were fired.
Restrictions around handholding have also been
put in place with dozens of couples detained
over this[35]. 
 
In April 2022, an abortion act was made public
which restricts abortion access from 12 weeks to
five weeks[36]. This abortion act was one of the
laws that were held secret and reveals that we
still do not know the extent of the kind of laws in
place that are directly restricting and impacting
women. For those who need to terminate a
pregnancy due to medical reasons, this law can
pose serious harm to the mother’s health with a
risk of death. Furthermore, this can lead to an
increase in illegal abortions that are not carried
out properly. RFE/RL in September 2022 reported
that bribes were increasing across the country to
persuade doctors to perform the procedure,
heightening the risk of unethical doctors taking
advantage of vulnerable women[37]. According
to a study conducted by the UNFPA in 2021,
around 60% of women in Turkmenistan feel they
cannot make autonomous decisions over their
own reproductive health or give consent to
sex[38].
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Members of communities must be educated
to understand that gender equality is
beneficial for their communities, families and
the country. 

UN Women and UNDP must take a more
active stance in organising outreach and
educational work within local communities to
educate boys and girls on gender equality to
stop the cycle. 

International organisations need to take a
more vocal stance in highlighting the
abortion law and restrictions via social media
which can reach a large and varied
audience. This can promote awareness,
increase advocacy and hold the Turkmen
government accountable for their actions.

More accurate data from a number of local
organisations, scholars and international
organisations need to be made available to
provide a better overview of the level of
inequality women face in Turkmenistan. 

Conclusion
 
The gradual increase of women’s rights violations
in Turkmenistan continues to grow against the
backdrop of a rise in promoting traditional values
and national identity.
 
The female-led protests sparking unrest across
its neighbouring country Iran, bring to light a
generation that seek to have their voices heard
and push against gender inequalities.
Turkmenistan’s neighbouring countries of Central
Asia have also been increasingly more active
with feminist protests taking place following
gender-based crimes. Turkmenistan’s restrictions
against women rights could result in instability in
the future as women become increasingly more
frustrated with the violations placed against
them. There is also a high risk of stricter
restrictions in the future.
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Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, water
resource management has been a
significant issue in Central Asia. The
distribution of water sources among Central
Asia is unequal, and water supply has been a
source of conflict between states.
The lack of delineated borders between the
states worsened the water distribution
situation and exacerbated tensions. 
In the last five years, however, the Central
Asian five (CA5) nations have begun working
in an effort to resolve both border and water
issues. 
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan took particularly
significant steps. In November/ December,
they signed crucial agreements on the
management of their water sources and
defined the undetermined common borders.

Key takeaways

Water supply in Central Asia became a greater
issue since the independence of the five Central
Asian nations in 1991, when the Soviet Union's
administration collapsed. [1] The independence
of the states and the division of their borders
resulted in an unequal distribution of the water
resources in the area, which led to the
emergence of disputes in the region. [2] 

During the last years, escalating tensions have
prompted governments of these states to seek
solutions to the weaponization of water. [3] Thus,
in 2018 the leaders of the countries began
collaborating after political unrest. They met in
Astana, Kazakhstan, with the goal of finding
some agreements for using water resources on
the basis of legal common positions, mutual
respect, secure the interests of all parties and
limit conflict within the states. [4]

On November 3rd, 2022, the Foreign Ministers of
the Uzbek and Kyrgyz Republics signed multiple
agreements on the management of the Kempir-
Abad water reservoir and to officially mark the
common borders of the two countries. [5] 

Historical overview

Until the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the USSR
government controlled the distribution of water
within the region through a method of exchange
and redistribution of resources between the five
Central Asian countries. 

Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan have abundant water
resources, and Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and
Turkmenistan are more prosperous in terms of
industry and agriculture. [6] 

After the dissolution of the USSR in 1991, the five
states had to manage and allocate their water
independently. Initially, they reconfirmed the
previous Soviet organisation through the sign of
the Almaty Agreement in February 1992. [7] This
deal created the Interstate Commission for
Water Coordination of Central Asia (ICWC),
which had the role to “regulate, responsibly
employ, and protect the water sources of the
region on the basis of equity, equality and
consensus”. [8] Also, in 1992, the Central Asian
countries signed two international agreements,
which established respectively the Basin Water-
Management Joint Company “Syr Dayra” and
“Amu Dayra”. The companies’ goal is the efficient
management of the Amu Dayra and the Syr
Dayra rivers, the two main water-sources in the
region. [9]

 
Uzbekistan-Kyrgyzstan Water Deal: Reporting the Details
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The supreme body of IFAS is the Council of
Central Asian Heads of States on the Problems of
the Aral Sea Basin. 

The President of IFAS is elected for three years by
the council on a rotative basis. 

The Board is composed by the Deputy Prime
Minister of each funding State. Finally, under the
IFAS umbrella there are the ICWC, ICSD and the
Executive Committee. The Executive Committee
has various tasks, among which the
implementation of Heads of State’s decisions,
promotion of ICWC and ICSD activities and
cooperation with international organisations. [13]

Furthermore, in March 1998, the Republics of
Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan
concluded an agreement on the use of water
and energy resources of the Syr Dayra river. [14]

Finally, in 1998 the leaders of the CA5 countries
signed the Ashgabat Agreement to improve the
water usage and the ecological situation of the
Aral Sea. [15] 

Even though there were favorable conditions for
successful collaboration between the CA5
countries, the agreements reached after 1991
were never very successfully implemented, and
issues began to develop as early as 1993. The
main issue was that the countries failed to link
water cooperation with the energy sector, thus
not considering the diverging needs of Central
Asian countries.  [16] Indeed, on the one hand
upstream countries (Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan)
do not suffer from water scarcity but are poorer
in gas, electricity and coal supplies. So, they want
to use water primarily during winter to generate
the energy they need through hydropower
plants. [17] [18] On the other hand, downstream
countries (Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan) lack of renewable water sources and
they need water supplies during for agriculture
[19]. The agreements failed to harmonize the
different national needs of water and energy of
the countries, which 
                                             

The agreement for the management and
protection of resources, signed by the Heads of
States of Central Asia on March 26th, 1993, in
Kyzylorda, Kazakhstan established the Interstate
Funding for the Aral Sea (IFAS) to address the
water problems and promote the development
of the Aral Sea region. Also, the Interstate
Commission for Water Coordination of Central
Asia (ICWC) was included in the Fund, and the
Interstate Commission on Sustainable
Development (ICSD), the scientific information
center of the water resources of the Aral Sea,
was formed. [10] [11] IFAS now is now described
as “an indispensable political platform for the
negotiation process between the countries, the
development and adoption of bilateral and
multilateral agreements for the integrated
management, use and conservation of
transboundary water resources”. [12]

It is organized as follows: 

Water geography of Central Asia (UNEP annual report, 2011)

Organagram of Council  
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To understand the importance of cooperation
within the region, it is essential to look at its
geography. The figure below shows, the
distribution of water resources. The two main
rivers are the Amu Dayra, in Tajikistan, and the
Syr Dayra, in Kyrgyzstan. 

This geographical distribution makes the Tajiki
and Kyrgyz republics rich of water, whereas it
causes a lack of water resources and a
consequent security issue for Kazakhstan,
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan.  [24] Indeed, water
scarcity directly threatens people lives, since it is
essential to survive, while unsafe drinking may
cause diseases such as cholera. Moreover, the
lack of water causes conflicts over its use. Finally,
agricultural and industrial states might suffer
from low productivity, which will likely cause
economic decline. [25]

The World Bank defines water security as “the
availability of an acceptable quantity and quality
of water for health, livelihoods, 

stopped acting in concert. Already in August
1993, Kyrgyzstan was accused by the Interstate
Commission for Water Coordination of Central
Asia of acting in its own energy sector’s interests,
without considering the broader regional ones.
[20]

The lack of a successful cooperation caused the
emerge of violent and non-violent protests both
inter and intra States, as well as water-related
security issues in the region. [21] One major
example includes the conflicts between
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan in the Fergana Valley,
where clashes occur on a daily basis during
summer. Reports show that in 2014 some people
were killed because of disputes over water
availability for irrigation. [22] Moreover, clashes
at the Kyrgyz-Tajiki border occur since the
dissolution of the USSR. In particular, since 2004,
more than 70 violent incidents occurred. Some of
these were so intense that were named “war”,
such as the Ketmen War of 2014. [23]

Water geography in Central Asia (CA Water Info)
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Second, it prevents countries to develop. In
particular, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan and
Kazakhstan are largely based on agriculture.
Their little access to water could cause problems
in the productivity due to under-irrigation. 

Finally, it causes conflicts between and within
countries. [29] Indeed, many border clashes are
provoked because the geographical division of
rivers is not clear and water infrastructures are
located in contested territories, thus causing
misunderstandings between the states. [30]

Uzbekistan-Kyrgyzstan situation

The situation of tension between Uzbekistan and
Kyrgyzstan dates back to 1991, since the
dissolution of the USSR. [31] Indeed, the Soviet
Union divided these two countries without
considering economic, geographical and ethnic
differences, thus causing conflicts and problems
at the moment of their independence. 
The border shared by Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan
is 1,314 kilometres long and it was almost entirely
undefined until 2016. [32]

After many years of political unrest, the two
countries started tightening their bond following
the elections of the Uzbek PresidentMirziyoyev in
December 2016. He wanted to start a
“constructive cooperation with Kyrgyzstan”. [33] 

ecosystems and production, coupled with an
acceptable level of water-related risks to people,
environments and economies”. [26]
Looking at the graphs 1, 2 and 3 it becomes
clearer that the current water distribution is
unequal in the region:

This situation causes a water emergency, which
creates other security issues.

First, it endangers people lives. As a matter of
facts, the World Bank 2022 data highlights that
almost one in three people (22%) lacks access
to clean water in the Central Asian region. [27]
The unavailability of clean water is directly linked
with various diseases. 

This problem is not related only to the countries
poor in water. Indeed, while Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan have an abundant quantity of water-
sources, they have old and poorly maintained
infrastructures, which require huge costs of
modernisation. [28] 

top Left: National Rainfall Index in Central Asia (AQUASTAT, 2019)
Top Right: Internal Renewable Sources per capita in Central Asia
(AQUASTAT 2019)
Bottom Left: Dependency Ratio of Water (AQUASTAT 2019)

Uzbek-Kyrgyz shared border (Al Jazeera)
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The Kempir-Abad reservoir, also known as the
Andijan Reservoir, (point A on the map) is
officially in Kyrgyz territory, but closely located to
the Uzbek border. It was built in 1983 and since
then, it was mainly used by Uzbekistan for its
agriculture. 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the first
advancement of the water agreements occurred
on June 8th 2022, when Kyrgyzstan announced
the construction of an hydropower plant, the
Kambarata Hydropower Plant-1 (Kambarata
HPP-1). [42] [43]

The Kambarata HPP-1 is planned to be one of the
largest in the region and it will be built in the
Jamal-Abad region. Uzbekistan showed great
interest in getting involved in the project and the
Presidents of the two states discussed the topic.
[44] 

For what concerns the Kempir-Abad reservoir
and the remaining common borders,
negotiations were finalized starting from
September 2022. [45]

On the 26th of September, Uzbek and Kyrgyz
delegations signed a joint protocol of
demarcation of common borders, whose text is
currently a secret. [46] [47]

The agreement caused tensions within the
Kyrgyz population. Indeed, around 200 politicians
and activists created the Kempir-Abad Defense
Committee on October 22nd and appealed to
the President of Uzbekistan. [48] [49] The goal of
the Committee was to highlight that the
agreement did not respect the Kyrgyz
constitutional norms and the right to information
of the citizens, since the text of the deal remains
a secret. Hence, the Committee aimed to
postpone the ratification of the agreement to
find a more “careful and balanced approach in
resolving the issue”. [50]

Moreover, discontent raised also within the local
agricultural communities living around the
Kempir-Abad reservoir. They were worried that 

Consequently, during 2017 many ice-breaking
meeting occurred between the countries’
delegations and their Prime Ministers. During
these events, the officials announced the same
national goal to develop good relationships
between the countries to foster their cooperation.
[34] Already in April 2017 Kyrgyz and Uzbek
authorities drew up an agreement to determine
about a thousand kilometers of shared border.
[35]

On the 5th of September 2017, after 17 years,
President Mirziyoyev paid the first official
Presidential visit to the President of Kyrgyzstan
Atambaev. [36]

On that occasion, they concluded a already
discussed border deal that delineated the 85% of
the shared borders between the two countries.
[37] In addition, an interstate use of the Orto-
Tokoy reservoir in Kyrgyzstan was established.
[38]

In January 2021 a change of leadership occurred
in Kyrgyzstan and Sadır Japarov was elected
President. He wanted to further strengthen the
relations with Uzbekistan also on the fragile issue
of water-power sharing agreements. [39]

On March 11th, 2021 the Presidents of Kyrgyzstan
and Uzbekistan agreed to end the long-running
dispute over the remaining common border and
to reduce the water problems, involving the
Kempir-Abad reservoir in the negotiations.  [40]
[41] 

Kempir-Abad reservoir location (Google Earth)
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and protection of the dam and 1,019 hectares
(10.19 km^2) of pasture land. [57]

For what concerns the water resources’
management, the deal establishes that the
reservoir will be managed jointly and in a
balanced way by the two countries. [58]

With these agreements, the entire Kyrgyz-Uzbek
common border is finally determined, ending a
series of tensions that began with the dissolution
of the Soviet Union. 

Consequences of the agreements

The agreements will most likely have positive
consequences both on the relationship between
Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan. Indeed, the Uzbek
and Kyrgyz foreign ministers are already
discussing further cooperation on the political,
trade-economic, investment, cultural-
humanitarian and other fields. [60] 

With regard to the social aspect, the signing of
the pacts showed that the government acted in
a non-transparent manner and did not fully
respect all freedoms and rights of citizens. In
fact, at least the right to information was violated
by maintaining the secrecy of the agreements.
It is possible, therefore, that the protests that
began during the negotiations will continue. It is
likely that the discontent will not directly related
to the content of the pacts, but rather to the
behaviour of the government. In fact, the Kyrgyz
government apparently tends more and more to
suppress peaceful protests and not to respect
citizens' fundamental freedoms, such as those of
association and expression. The fact that part of
the population considers these pacts were
drawn up unconstitutionally and without
respecting citizens' freedom of association may
lead to an escalation of the protests.

after the agreement they could lack water to
irrigate their lands. [51]

However, the Kyrgyz government ignored the
discontent and on October 10th, the Parliament
Committee on International Relations, Defence,
Security and Migration ratified the deal behind
closed doors.[52] 

The secretiveness provoked a protest held by
some members of the Kempir-Abad Defense
Committee on the 23rd of October. 20 of them
were arrested by the Kyrgyz authorities charged
with serious crimes, such as the organisation of
mass riots associated with violence. [53]

Nevertheless, the agreements were approved
and further ratified by the Uzbek and Kyrgyz
Foreign Ministers on November 3rd. [54] 

Finally, on November 29th and on November
30th, both presidents signed a Law to officially
ratify the agreements. [55] [56] 

The deal is composed by two main agreements.
The first one concerns the borders’ issue,
whereas the second one focuses on the
management of water resources in the Kempir-
Abad reservoir. 

For what regards the border section, the deal
establishes that Kyrgyzstan will give Uzbekistan
4,957 hectares (49,57 km^2) of the Kempir-
Abad reservoir, and in exchange it will receive
19,500 hectares (195 km^2) for the maintenance

Kyrgyz President Japarov and Uzbek President Mirziyoyev (The
Tashkent Times)
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The Kyrgyz and Uzbek governments must
ensure that the management and use of the
Kempir-Abad reservoir is made in an equal
and balanced manner to prevent the arise of
conflicts on the border. 

The Kyrgyz government needs to make public
the content of the agreements to respect the
right of information of the citizens. 

Conclusion

In November 2022, the Uzbek and Kyrgyz
Presidents signed agreements to define the
remaining 15% of shared borders and the
jurisdiction and management of the Kempir-
Abad reservoir. These were two primary issues to
solve to foster the development of friendly
relationships between the two countries. 

This important step on such a delicate issue can
create further cooperation not just between
Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan but also between all
the five Central Asian states. As a matter of fact,
the problem of unclear borders definition
between Central Asian states is one of the most
common sources of disputes between them
since the dissolution of the Soviet Union.
Therefore, these agreements between Uzbekistan
and Kyrgyzstan could serve as a push to finally
find common agreements on this issue between
all countries in the region, overcoming this
historical obstacle and laying the foundation for
further cooperation. 
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A new deal between Kyrgyzstan and
Uzbekistan on Kempir -Abad (aka, Andijan in
Uzbekistan) water reservoir solved disputes
between the governments of these countries,
but it also sparked protests within the Kyrgyz
society.
Kyrgyz authorities reacted to protests by
arresting 22 civil activists and blocking
independent media outlets covering this
issue.
It is unclear whether Kyrgyz authorities will
dialogue with oppositional MPs and free
detained protestors through fair trial
processes to de-escalate the tensions in the
country. 

Key takeaways

On 30 November, the Parliaments of Kyrgyzstan
and Uzbekistan ratified the Treaty on
international borders and joint management of
transboundary Kempir-Abad (Andijan) water
reservoir built in Soviet eras. The parties of the
Treat signed it separately due to disputable
character of the issue.[1] It was considered
disputable due to an unclear status of Kempir-
Abad reservoir and MPs at Kyrgyz Parliament
claimed that proposed deal was not in the
interest of Kyrgyz people[2]. It should be noted
according to Uzbek President’s website[3], the
both signatories’ gained, all the numbers in
hectares and water measurements as well as,
commitments of both parties.

Unlike the Uzbek President’ website, the Kyrgyz
President website stated briefly, without much
details that “the Kyrgyz president signed an
agreement and the aim of the agreement is the
management of water resources of the Kempir-
Abad reservoir by the joint (Kyrgyz-Uzbek)
commission”.[4] 

Lack of transparency in decision-making process
of Kyrgyz authorities and inaccessibility of
relevant information on Kempir-Abad has also
contributed into public disagreements within
Kyrgyz society. 

Civil society activists protested
against the deal, but were
supressed by the Government      
                                                                                       
Before the ratification of the agreement by the
Parliaments of both countries, many Kyrgyz
activists were against  a joint management of
the Kempir-Abad. They insisted it had a greater
strategic importance for Kyrgyzstan than
neighbouring Uzbekistan. Half of the dam is
located in Uzbekistan’s territory and the second
half is in Kyrgyzstan. But entire dam has been
managed by Uzbekistan. Uzbekistan has been
using Kempir-Abad water for 60 years and is
cautious that if something happens to the
reservoir’s dam, it would flood the entire Fergana
Valley. Therefore, due to security risks, Uzbekistan
has taken the dam under its protection
unilaterally and does not provide access to
there[5]. Furthermore, the "rushed" behaviour of
Kyrgyz official authorities pushing to ratify this
deal as soon as possible,  cloaking the
negotiation process with their Uzbek
counterparts, created suspicion and provided
reason for distrust among oppositional- minded
politicians as well as, the public. 

On 21 October, protest rallies held in Uzgen area,
nearby Kempir-Abad[6] and on 15 November in
Bishkek[7], the capital of the country. Despite of
an agreement on Kemir-Abad being ratified by
the Parliaments of both countries, Kyrgyz activists
continuously requested the Uzbek 
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President not to sign the agreement.[8] The
activists were left unresponded to by either side.

Before the ratification in Parliament, the Kyrgyz
authorities suppressed oppositional voices over
the deal, this resulted in the arrest of 22 activists,
mostly women[9]. 

Kyrgyz Government’s battle with
free Media
                                                                                                                        
Disputes on Kempir-Abad joint management
agreement had also an impact on media
freedom within Kyrgyzstan. In late October, Kyrgyz
authorities blocked the website of Azattyk, the
Kyrgyz branch of Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty. The official reason stated[10], "bias
broadcast a story about  an armed conflict on
the Kyrgyz-Tajik border took place last
September". However, it is likely that a real reason
could be continuous broadcast of critical views
and protest rallies and oppositional voices of
MPs on Kempir-Abad issue. 

On 1 November,  Azattyk Radio' bank accounts
were also frozen without any clear explanation by
an order from Kyrgyz Statre Committee on
National Security, Azattyk’s team learned[11].

Earlier, in mid-October, an independent MP
Dastan Bekeshov had warned the public that
“after a crackdown on oppositional activists, who
were against the government’s stand on Kempir-
Abad, law enforcement authorities will go after
local independent media outlets covering this
issue, such as, “Azattyk”, “Kloop” and
Kaktus.Media”[12]. 

A protest of around 25 pro-governmental
masked protestors held near the office of Radio
Azattyk on 13th October. The protesters
demanded to close the independent
publications Azattyk, Kloop and Kaktus Media. 

Conclusion                                                                                                                                                             
As of late December, those arrested activists
have still been detained and their term of arrest
prolonged up to February of 2023. In response, 
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President not to sign the agreement.[8] The
activists were left unresponded to by either side.

Before the ratification in Parliament, the Kyrgyz
authorities suppressed oppositional voices over
the deal, this resulted in the arrest of 22 activists,
mostly women[9]. 

Kyrgyz Government’s battle with
free Media
                                                                                                                        
Disputes on Kempir-Abad joint management
agreement had also an impact on media
freedom within Kyrgyzstan. In late October, Kyrgyz
authorities blocked the website of Azattyk, the
Kyrgyz branch of Radio Free Europe/Radio
Liberty. The official reason stated[10], "bias
broadcast a story about  an armed conflict on
the Kyrgyz-Tajik border took place last
September". However, it is likely that a real reason
could be continuous broadcast of critical views
and protest rallies and oppositional voices of
MPs on Kempir-Abad issue. 

On 1 November,  Azattyk Radio' bank accounts
were also frozen without any clear explanation by
an order from Kyrgyz Statre Committee on
National Security, Azattyk’s team learned[11].

Earlier, in mid-October, an independent MP
Dastan Bekeshov had warned the public that
“after a crackdown on oppositional activists, who
were against the government’s stand on Kempir-
Abad, law enforcement authorities will go after
local independent media outlets covering this
issue, such as, “Azattyk”, “Kloop” and
Kaktus.Media”[12]. 

A protest of around 25 pro-governmental
masked protestors held near the office of Radio
Azattyk on 13th October. The protesters
demanded to close the independent
publications Azattyk, Kloop and Kaktus Media. 

Conclusion               
                                                                                                                                                      
As of late December, those arrested activists
have still been detained and their term of arrest

Kyrgyz official authorities must free all 22
detained civil activists as soon as possible.
Keeping them for a longer period will not
contribute into stability within the country

Kyrgyz official authorities should involve
representatives of civil society groups into
joint inter-state commission on Kempir-Abad
water reservoir management. It will
deescalate tension within Kyrgyz society 

The international community should use
economic and other aids provided to
Kyrgyzstan more proactively to promote
good governance, democracy, human rights,
and call Kyrgyz government and prevent
anti-NGO anti-free media law initiatives.  

prolonged up to February of 2023. In response,
for such approach of the authorities all those
detained activists went on hunger strike. Late
December, majority of arrested activists stopped
hunger strike due to rapid deterioration of their
health conditions. Kyrgyz government should not
forget its contemporary history lessons by
repeating mistakes and violating rights of Kyrgyz
citizens. Roots of a massive uprising in 2005 had
foundations in a disagreement with decisions to
give part of Uzongu- Kuush area to China in
2002 as a result of inter-state agreements. 
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Russia is taking advantage of its relationship
with Tajikistan by coercing some central
Asian citizens, specifically from Tajikistan, into
joining their army and fighting against
Ukraine.
Russia is using a variety of tactics to enlist
foreign fighters. These tactics include torture,
trickery, and lofty promises, such as
citizenship, reduced prison sentences, and
compensation.
A confirmed dozen Tajik fighters have died in
Ukraine fighting for Russia; however, it is
estimated that hundreds more have enlisted.

Key takeaways

After Russia announced its partial mobilization,
evidence of Russia coercing the citizens of its
central Asian allies, specifically Tajikistan, into
joining their army and fighting in Ukraine  began
to emerge[1]. It is unclear how many Tajiks have
been forced or willingly joined Russia’s military;
however, the media has confirmed the
disappearance of at least 10 citizens of Tajikistan
who were sent to fight in Ukraine [2].
Unconfirmed media reports that dozens of Tajik
names were listed on a leaked document of
Russian soldier personal data from a Ukrainian
news outlet [3] [4].

Background

Tajikistan is located in central Asia and has
suffered from instability and poverty since the
early 1990s after their civil war [5]. The country
relies heavily on Russia for both economic and
security purposes [6].  

Moreover, the nation depends on Russia’s help in
combating its “war on drugs and fighting Islamic
extremists” [7]. [1] [2] from its neighbors, such as
Afghanistan. Afghanistan is responsible for
approximately 90% of the world’s opium
production, and 15% of that is smuggled through
Tajikistan into Russia and China [8]. Russia has
cooperated in fighting the drug trade through
the Collective Security Treaty Organization [10].

Given that Tajikistan relies heavily on Russia, the
war impacts the daily lives of Tajik citizens [11]. It
impacts their incomes, resources, and national
security. The sanctions placed upon Russia trickle
down to Tajikistan’s economy leading to food
shortages, price increases, and job loss [3] [12].
Russia is currently taking advantage of this
relationship by forcing central Asians to fight on
their side [13].
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Map of Central Asia showing the distances between Tajikistan,
Russia, and Ukraine (Perry- Castaneda Library Map Collection)
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Russia’s Tactics to Coerce Tajiks
Into the War

There have been several reported ways that Tajik
citizens have been coerced into joining the ranks. 

Russia’s Known Tactics

Under the illusion of getting a Russian work
permit or travel permit, Tajiks are venturing to
employment offices and passport service offices.
Then they are tricked, tortured, or taunted into
enlisting. One Tajik migrant stated in November
2022 that “when he applied to the passport
service at his place of residence in Russia, he
was told that he could obtain his documents
only after signing a contract to serve in the
Russian army,” [14]. Some men are not told
directly that they will be enlisted, but rather it is
found in the fine print of lengthy contracts. At
Moscow’s Sakharov migration center, migrants
are given a 40-page document that includes a
military service contract. These men are
pressured to sign the contract before fully
reading it [15]. If they realize what they are being
asked to sign, then they have to make a choice
between returning home or joining the army. It is
important to note that every migrant must pass
through the Sakharov Center in order to gain a
work permit.

In addition, Tajik citizens are being targeted at
their workplaces. The workplaces are raided and
the workers are forced into signing contracts
enlisting them into the war [16]. In some cases,
they are openly told they will join the war, but
that is not always the case, as previously
mentioned. In extreme cases, the men are
beaten into signing the contracts after being told
what the contract is for. 

While working one day, a delivery man was
stopped by the police. He was then transported
onto a bus where he was beaten until he was left
with two ribs and a collarbone broken. Then they
gave him a contract with the Defence Ministry,
which he understood, and refused to sign. As a
punishment for not signing, the man was
shocked with a stun gun to his genitals [17].

This man’s only choice was to sign the contract if
he wanted the torture to end. That story is an
extreme one; however, being taken from a job
site is not a unique experience. Another Tajik
citizen, Bakhtiyor Juraev, was taken from his
construction work site to the All-Russian
Exhibition Centre in Moscow. When he was there
he claims that “They threatened me with violence
for a long time, and promised to break my arms”
[18]. He was also left with no choice except to
sign the contract. 

Tajik migrants in Russia are not the only Tajik
citizens forced into joining the Russian army. Tajik
prisoners are being threatened and coerced into
joining the ranks. Human rights activist, Valentia
Chupik, was informed that a Tajik citizen who was
serving a prison sentence in the Russian Bryansk
region was “coerced into joining the Russian
army after torture and threats of rape,” [19]. 
 There have been more instances of prisoners
being forced to enlist. Twitter user
@ADoolotkeldieva described in her tweet what
happened to a pair of young Tajiks, “Parents of
two young Tajiks, allegedly recruited in Russian
prisons against their will and killed in the war in
Ukraine, say that Russian army did not even help
to transport the bodies back to TJ” [20]. In many
cases, the families are not notified that their
loved ones were transported to Ukraine.

For some of these prisoners, this may be
perceived as an escape option. Prisoners with a
sentence of 15-25 years are promised to fight in
the war for 6-12 months instead of finishing their
sentence. After completing their duty, they are
told that they will receive compensation and
Russian citizenship [21]. 

However, it is important to note that serving as a
mercenary can lead to legal troubles  since it is
illegal in Tajikistan and Ukraine. For example,
Article 401 of the Criminal Code of the republic of
Tajikistan: Crime Against the peace and security
of Mankind states that “The participation of a
mercenary in armed conflicts or battle
operations is punishable by imprisonment for a
period of 12 to 20 years,” [22]. 
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At the current moment, the law is not being
enforced; however, that may change in the
future depending on how relations with Tajikistan
progress. If relations change, then those men are
at risk of being punished for their involvement in
Ukraine, even though they were coerced or
forced into enlisting. 

Human Rights Violations 

Stripping one of their free wills and forcing them
into combat is an atrocious act. It violates
numerous human rights doctrines. For example,
torturing people into signing contracts violates
Article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights (ICCPR) [23].  As mentioned
above, Russia has been beating and using stun
guns on men in an effort to force them into
enlisting. The ICCPR strictly prohibits those
actions. 

In addition, Russia is also violating Article 47 (1)
(2) of the Geneva Conventions of 1977 which
prohibits nation-states from using mercenaries
against another [24]. Some of the men from
Tajikistan and other nations are labeled as
mercenaries since they are not Russian citizens. 
Russia is a signatory to those conventions
mentioned above; therefore, Russia is legally
culpable. 

Conclusion

Throughout Russia’s war in Ukraine, they have
continuously violated human rights in numerous

Identify the Tajik citizens who are fighting with
Russia - The exact number of Tajik soldiers in
Ukraine is unknown. 
Those who have access to the conflict  zone,
possibly the ICRC should interview Tajik
foreign fighters and attempt to understand
how they have been coerced into fighting on
Russia’s side.  
For those who were forced into fighting for
Russia’s army, a rehabilitation program will be
necessary to reintegrate them back into
society. Psycho-social support should be
offered for any post-traumatic stress
syndrome. 
Tajik migrants working in Russia should leave
Russia’s territory to eliminate the risk of being
forcibly enlisted into the Russian army.

ways, and those violations will have a lasting
impact on the victims.

Being coerced, tortured, and forced to fight in a
dangerous, brutal war for another country will
leave those men traumatized. Moreover, the
international and local legal implications of
forced enlistment may cause serious troubles for
both the soldiers and the nations at hand.
 
Presently, the government of Tajikistan has not
made any action toward stopping Russia from
forcing its citizens into enlisting. 

Recommendations

United Nations adopting the UDHR, December 1948 (STF/AFP/Getty
Images)

President Rahmon announcing his run for the presidency in 2020 
 (Presidential press office)
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In recent years, Türkiye has two significant roles
in Central Asia which are crucial for Russia,
China, the West, and the states in the region:
more active involvement in military and defense
sector and boosting its soft power through the
mutual agreements and organizations, focused
on energy and trade. 

Introduction 

In the last quarter of the year, Türkiye pointedly
grows its influence on military and defense
relations in Central Asia. Türkiye leverages its
historical and cultural ties with the Central Asia
states to enhance the military and defense
cooperation. Ankara’s approach towards these
countries changes from Turkic brotherhood to a
strategic partnership. The strategic partnership
presents some potential opportunities for the
Central Asian countries in the growing influence
area of Russia and China. 

In recent years, Ankara seeks alternatives due to
having fragile relations with the West, seeing
many opportunities in Central Asia. Türkiye has
become more engaged with these countries in
Central Asia through trade, energy, and defense
agreements. 

Following the Soviet Union’s collapse in 1991,
Ankara saw an opportunity to fill the power
vacuum left by the Soviet Union. It established
the Turkish Cooperation and Coordination
Agency (TIKA) to increase cultural and
economic ties with the Central Asian countries in
1992. Having a common language and a shared
history and culture with these countries such as
Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan,
and Kyrgyzstan led to dual and regional relations
with Türkiye. Thanks to the

Agency, Türkiye and the countries in Central Asia
consider themselves as one nation. 

The relations with these countries become strong
and permanent and gained importance for
Ankara. This agency funds, develops, and
coordinates activities and projects between
Türkiye and the Central Asian countries in a
variety of different areas. [1]

During the 2000s, Türkiye’s Justice and
Development Party (AKP) pursued a more
pragmatic approach towards the Central Asian
countries, strengthening bilateral relations with
them through developing commercial, economic,
and developmental partnerships. Türkiye,
governed by the AKP, sought to become an
active player in regional and global politics.
Therefore, it brought about a significant shift in
Turkish foreign policy. Ankara developed both
regional and global politics in the context of a
new beginning on neo-Ottomanist and Islamist
rationalizations due to its geographic, religious,
cultural, and historical bonds with Central Asia,
the Balkans, the Caucasus, the Caspian, the
Middle East, and North Africa.[2]

In recent years, the conflict between Armenia
and Azerbaijan, the Russian invasion of Ukraine
and the fragile relations between Türkiye and the
West presented Ankara with an opportunity to
strengthen its strategic influence in the Central
Asia. Considering all these reasons, Türkiye’s
leading and dominating role in the Central Asia
does not just bloom in the mutual relationship
between these countries but also in the
multilateral organization such as the State of the
Organization of Turkic States. Creating an
Ankara-led political and military bloc can also 
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contribute to Türkiye’s standing in the race of
regional leadership and threaten the regional
interests of Russia and China. Additionally,
Türkiye’s rising capacity to counter against the
axis of Russia and China can very likely please
the West and NATO. 

Kazakhstan

On 12 October 2022, Türkiye and Kazakhstan
agreed to deepen their relations through trade,
transportation, energy, agriculture, and military
equipment. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan and
Kazakhstan President Kassym-Jomart Tokayev
signed the multiple agreements in Astana. This is
very significant step in strengthening
cooperation between two countries.[3]

Military relations

One of the most important issues is about
developing “long-term military strategic
cooperation” between the countries. This
cooperation includes drone production and co-
production of satellites and subsystems,
including space-observation capabilities.
Kazakhstan and Türkiye reached a deal to
produce Turkish Anka drones in July 2022. As
part of the military agreement, Kazakhstan will
design and build the medium-altitude, long-
endurance drone with the help of the Turkish
engineers. The collaboration will include
technology transfer, maintenance, and repairs.
[4]

Kyrgyz Republic

The President of the Kyrgz Republic and the
Minister of Internal Affairs of the Republic of
Turkey Soylu met in Bishkek on 9 November 2022.
Both sides agree on further development of
practical cooperation and implementation of the
agreements between the countries in the field of
public security, extremism, drug trafficking, and
combating illegal migration as well as military
relations.[5]

Turkish peacemaking

Ankara also offered a mediation to find a
diplomatic settlement to the border conflict
between Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan. The
violence between the two neighboring countries
occasionally erupts and both sides blame each
other for the aggression. Ankara acknowledged
that any conflict between Kyrgyzstan and
Tajikistan would damage regional cooperation
and economic environment. To reassure these
two, the intervention of third parties such as
Türkiye can be necessary to resolve the conflict
which destabilizes the region. [6]  

Tajikistan

On 5 September 2022, Turkey and Tajikistan
signed a memorandum of understanding on
cooperation within the free zones and on a road
map to increase the mutual trade, unifying the
legal framework for investments and simplifying
customs procedures between the two countries.
Ankara will enhance economic and trade
cooperation. A wide range of Tajik and Turkish
companies look for new ways to strengthen
trade and economic cooperation. [7]

Defence and security

Ankara offered help and assistance to Tajikistan
throughout border security and counterterrorism
issues as well as military education. The offer
includes increasing military training cooperation
between the two countries.[8] On 21 April 2022,
Tajikistan also expressed its interest in Turkish
drones. The Central Asian states such as
Tajikistan seek to diversify their military supplies if
they have a conflict in their geopolitical
competition.[9]

Turkmenistan 

On 28 November 2022, the Turkish foreign
minister Cavusoglu and his Turkmen counterpart
Meredov reached a joint understanding on
cooperation of energy, trade, and transportation
in Ankara. Meredeov expressed the importance
of political, economic, and cultural ties as well as
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economic cooperation in the future. Despite this
bilateral trade agreement between the two
countries, there is still no significant increase to
reach the 5 billion dollars target, set by both
sides in 2021. [10]

Energy

In the meeting of 28 November 2022, Both
Turkmenistan and Türkiye discussed improved
access to Turkmenistan’s gas reserves alongside
trilateral cooperation hydrocarbon exploration.
Turkey, together with Azerbaijan, is very willing to
strengthen its regional energy hub position and
ambitions through energy infrastructure projects
like the proposed Trans-Caspian Pipeline (TCP).
The pipeline aims to transport gas from
Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan into the Southern Gas
Corridor (SGC) via Turkey.[11]

Uzbekistan

On 23 November 2022, Uzbek Defense Minister
Kurbanov visited Ankara to sign a framework
intergovernmental agreement on the
development of military and military-technical
cooperation between Uzbekistan and Turkey.
According to this agreement, the areas of the
cooperation between the two countries will be
military training, military education, development
of defense industry cooperation, logistics
cooperation, cartography and hydrography,
exchange of experience in combating mines and
improvised explosive devices.[12]

Turkish lead in multilateral conferences in
Uzbekistan 

On 16 September 2022, Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan attended the Shanghai
Cooperation Organization leaders’ summit in
Samarkand, Uzbekistan, and met with his Uzbek
counterpart Mirziyoyev. The summit aims to
strengthen friendly, good relations and mutual
trust among its member states. [13]

On 11 November 2022, the summit of the heads of
State of the Organization of Turkic States was
held in Samarkand and the Presidents of
Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic,
Turkmenistan, Turkey, and Uzbekistan agreed on
cooperation in the political, economic, cultural,
and humanitarian spheres as well as more
cooperation in the field of tourism, energy,
science, education, and agriculture.[14]

Conclusion 

Ankara makes efforts to enhance relations with
the five Central Asian countries in most areas.
With a difficult relationship with the Western
world and weakened domestically, Ankara seeks
support and cooperation in Central Asia,
pursuing a more proactive foreign policy -
including through the five countries of the
Central Asia. While Turkey emerges as a
mediator to help calm conflict between the
Central Asian countries, it has recently put a high
emphasis on defence and military relations. The
military deals between Ankara and the Central
Asian countries will be an important gain for
Türkiye, as it seeks to increase its influence
sphere in Central Asia particularly against
strategic competitors of Russia and China. The
fact that Russia still has political, cultural
influence and economic dominance in the five
Central Asian countries may likely limit Ankara’s
influence sphere and ambitions in Central Asia,
in the short-mid  term however.
 
Despite this, Ankara recently accelerates its
cooperation agreements in many fields, notably
in military, defense, and culture/education
sectors, likely seeing Russia’s war in Ukraine as an
opportunity to unseat the dominance of Russia in
Central Asia.
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